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CHAPTER I

A PSYCHOLINGUisnc PERSPECTIVE OF READING
Introduction
In recent years reading has been described within the new theoretical framework of transformational-generative (t-g) grammar.

Viewed

from this perspective, reading becomes a psycholinguistic process which
places the reader in the active role of a competent language user--an
almost total reversal of the traditional passive receiver of informatiou
from the printed page and the teacher.

Such an approach to the reading

process further utilizes the knowledge and intuition about language
·which the child acquired when learning to speak.
As

a consequence of this theoretical approach to

th~

reading pro-

cess, Kenneth Goodman (1970) offers a definition of reading that is
based on a scientific understanding of language and thought:

.

Reading is a selective process. It involves partial use
of available minimal language cues selected from perceptual
input on the basis of the reader's expectation. As this
· partial information is processed. tentative decisions are
made to be confirmed, rejected or refined as reading progresses (p. 260).
This definition, based on the dynamics of language and the

logy of manipulating language

ps~~

'

~or

the purposes of communication and

comprehension, assumes that " ••• nothing a child does when he reads
orally is accidental or random••• (Burke and.Goodman, 1970, p. 121)."
Thus, the idea of reading errors or mistakes has been replaced by the
newer concept of miscues.

'1

2

By definition miscues are those oral reading phenomena where
· observed responses to printed material differ from expected responses.
Miscues are not treated

aimply.,~

errors because the same processes are

involved in the production of both expected and observed responses.
Further, some very proficient readers 1nay produce miscues, leaving
comprehension unimpaired.
A description and analysis of miscues provides a profile of those
strategies utilized by the individual reader in the reading process.
Such reading strategies have been defined and ex.plained as
••• those interactions with written material wbi.ch are
available to the unaided reader. In any specific ·.ifading.
situation he must judge which strategies are available and
useful to the immediate task (Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972).
The types of strategies readers formulate and utilize for the purpose of•.
transforming print to meaning include sampling, prediction, confirmation, and correction strategies.

A further discussion of these strate-

gies will be made in Chapter II.·
.Because of .the process orientation of this approach to reading,
resulting suggestions for classroom use do not consist of attending to
the traditional contextual specifics and isolated skills.
the profile of the reader obtained through miscue

analysis~

By analyzing

lessons may

be developed to facilitate his reading strengths and ameliorate his
weaknesses.

These lessons, which stress the selection of appr:opriate.

strategies for processing written language, are termed Reading Strategy
Lessons by Yetta Goodman and Carolyn Burke (1972).

3

Need for the Study
Watson (1973) has indicated the need to study further the effects
of reading strategy lessons towards increasing student reading proficiency.

She suggests that such materials, developed after analyzing the

reading behavior of the individual child, should strengthen the use of
language cues and thus result in more proficient reading.
Watson states,

0 •••

Since, as

readers often have similar difficulties, the lessons

can be used (perhaps with modification) with other students" (p. 140).

Thus, those reading strategy lessons already in existence need to be
tested further by implementation, and new strategy lessons need to be
formulated.
The present study differs from Watson's 1973 study in several
important ways..

First, the major emphasis of Watson's study was the

effects of a saturated paperback book program, whereas the present study
deals solely with the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons.

Also,

a more controlled program of reading strategy lessons was used in the
present study.

That is, two groups consisting of five below average

readers each were placed in similar classroom settings for a one hour
period each day for reading.

One group was involved with reading

strategy lessons planned and implemented by the researcher; the other
group was involved with the regular reading instruction received in
their classroom by their classroom teacher.

Further,

al~hough

there is

no indication of the extent of the use of strategy lessons with Group C
of Watson's study, the present study based a three month program on such
lessons.

4

The present study not only implemented reading strategy lessons,
but also provided for an analysis of the reading process in general, and
specifically the processes of the problem reader.

By using the psycho-

linguistically based Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, 1972),
the oral reading phenomena of so-called problem readers may be analyzed
in depth.

The present study should add information to Watson•s (1973)

initial study of the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons on
increasing reading proficiency.
Goodman and Burke (1972) state that " ••• the way a person functions
as he reads cannot be determined by examining his performance on a
series of exercises related to isolated aspects of the reading process
(p. 95) • 11

Thus,

an~

profile of a reader should offer an important

comparison to the results of the standardized reading achievement tests
of "problem" readers.

Further, it is important to determine the effec-

tiveness of reading strategy lessons as compared to classroom and
special reading programs.
The

Problem

Statement
The major purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of using reading strategy lessons as indicated by RMI profiles of
below average readers as defined on p. 14 of this study.

That is, would

the use of reading strategy lessons, based on the individual's RM1
profile, strengthen those reading strategies necessa+l to increase the.
' """·
reading proficiency (i.e., qualitatively better miscues) of the below
.

average readers of the study?

s
Analysis
This investigation has been carried out through identifying,
coding, and comparing the oral readingllliscues generated by ten below
average readers at the outset of the study and following (a) instructional
procedures as offered by the school for the five ·members of the cOl'ltrol
group over a three month period as compared with (b) the altemative
theory of using reading strategy lessons for the test group over the
same three month period.

Miscues have been analyzed according to the

Reading Miscue Inventory (BMI.) developed by Yetta Goodman and Carolyn L.
Burke (1972).
Delilllitations
There were three delilllitations for this study.

First 1 the ef 1Ee1:~j,~~,,~;l;

ness of the program of reading. strategy lessons employed with the test.
group was determined by !!!!, profiles.
below aV'erage readers.
persons familiar with

Second, subjects were fifth grade

Third, the intended audience for this study wa8
the~

and Dtiscue analysis.

Limitations
One limitation of this study was the difficulty in accounting for
;i,\._.·

all factors involved in the teaching styles and personalitiee that
confronted the individual subjects in the

tWo

situations. The researche?:

was not able to specifically control for the quality of the preparation
of the classroom teacher and EDL lab instructors in the use of the ·
mate.rials covered with the control group.

However,. they have been

acknowledged as competent and experienced teachers by the school
and Virginia Polyteclm.ic Institute and State Universiey staff.

p.t;Ji.QV,!l!P"

6

The number, type. and choice of subjects were also limiting factors
to this study.

Ten subjects were determined by the classroom .teacher to

be below average readers.

Placement into test and control groups was

further made by the classroom teacher.

The subjects were all derived

from a predominantly middle class school.
There was also a possible Hawthorne effect due to the special
treatment of the subjects, although a control for this effect was
established by placing both the test and control groups in similar
classroom settings for the same length of time and for the same purpose-reading.

Further, time was a factor in that the subjects of the study

were not followed longitudinally through a longer reading strategy
lessons program.
Since the study was of a descriptive nature, with the purposes of
analyzing the reading process of a few individuals, no inferences could
be made to a general population in any statistical sense.

However. the

information obtained through this study augments the growing body of
knowledge concerning the reading process and reading acquisition as
provided through miscue analysis.

Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of the present study was to test the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons with below average readers (see
as indicated by changes in RMI.profiles.

p.

14)

This purpose has been carried

out by identifying and coding the oral reading miscues of the ten
subjects of this study according to the procedures outlined by the RMI
The RMI offers information concerning the quantity and quality of miscues.

7

'I.

Quantity (or count) of miscues (see p. 13) is not by itself

an effective means of judging reading proficiency, but should be viewed·
in relationship to miscue quality.

However, Goodman (1971) has indicated

that more proficient readers generally produce fewer miscues than less.
able readers.

Thus, if the program of reading strategy lessons used

with the test group was effective, the test group should have made fewer
miscues than the control group from pre- to-.post RMI scores.
II.

Quality of miscues (seep. 13), as judged by the categories

of the !:!:!!,, involves the extent to which the reader produces structures
that look and

so~d

like his language and which leave meaning unimpaired.

Each category of the RMI depicts the d~gree of similarity and/or
acceptability of miscues as compared to text items.· Thus, if the

P!'O:ll~llJ!l:··.•

of reading strategy lessons used with the test group was effective,
test group should have produced miscues of a higher

~egree

of similarity

find/or acceptability according to !:!:!!, coding procedures than the ..-u•4·li.~v.-: •..

--

group from pre- to post
RMI scores •
.
Questions to be explored consist of the following:
I.

Is there a quantitative difference in the miscues produced.

'1

the test group as compared with the control group after the three 11C:>nth
period of the study as demonstrated by the pre- and post RMI scores of
the two groups?
It.

Does the quality of the miscues generated by the test group,

as indicated by pre-· and post .!!!!, scores, improye after the three mondt.
period ·of using strategy lessons?

Is there an observable difference

bef;tieen the quality of the miscues produced by the test group and the.

8

-

control group as indicated by the pre- and post RMI scores? Specifically,

how

do the test and control groups compare on the following

categories of the
l.

~

on. pre- and post .!!!_ scores:

Dialect and Intonation.:

Is dialect and intonation (see p. 10)

an important factor in this study?
2.

Graphic similarit;y:

Is there a higher degree of graphic

similarity (see p. 10) between the expected and observed responses for
the test group as compared with.the control group?
3.

Sound similarity:

Is there a higher degree of sound simi-

larity (see p. 11) between the expected and observed responses of the
test group as compared with the control group?
4.

Grammatical function:

Is there a higher percentage of miscues

in the test group that retain the identical grammatical ftmction
(see p. 11) of the expected response than in the coD:-trol group?
5.

Correction:

Is there a higher percentage of miscues produced

by the test group that are corrected (see p. 11) than by the control

group?
6.

Grammatical acceptability:

Is there a higher percentage Qf ·
··'

. grammatically acceptable (see p. 11) structures produced by the test
group than by the control group?
. 7.

Semantic acceptability:

Is there a higher percentage of

semantically acceptable (see p. 12) structures produced by the test
~oup

than by the control group?

. 8.

Meaning change:

Do a higher percentage of· miscues produced

by the test group result in no meaning change (seep. 12) as compared
With the control group?

9

9.

Comprehension:

Do the patterns of comprehension (see p. 12)

produced by the test group consist of a higher percentage of no loss of
comprehension pattel;Us
10.

th~

those of the control group?
•

Grammatic&! relationships:

I

Do a higher percentage of the

patterns of grammatical relationships (see p. 12) produced by the test
group indicate a strength in this area as cdmpared with the control
group?
11.

R.eti!lling scorp:

(a)

Are a higher number of retelling

points attributable to the test group as compared with the control
group in character analysis? .(b)

Are a higher number of retelling

points attributable to the test group as compared with the
in content analysis? . (See p. 13 of this study.)
12.

Repeated

~~cues:

t:s there a Change in the· types of re11>e1n::ee1,1

miscues generated by the test and control groups over'tbe period of
this study?

(See p. 13 of this study.)

Preliminary Study
III.

In order to provide further information on the use of

Readin& Miscue Inventory as a diagnostic instrument, a preliminary
study of the effects of using miscues from the initial, mid, and final
portions of the text for coding was included.

Since Menosk.y's 1971

study and its conclusion that low readers produced more totally acceptable miscues as they progressed through the text, miscues from the
mid~portion

of the text have been considered acceptable for the analysis

of an individual's reading process (e.g., Watson's 1973 study).
The present preliminary study sought to answer the following

<tUflStion: How do percentages of miscues taken from initial, mid, and

10.

final portions of texts and·total codable miscues compare on the following itellS:

graphic &im:tlarity, sound sill:llarity, grammatical function,.

grammatical relationships, and comprehension?
Definition .!!! Terms
1.

M:lscue:

This term refers to oral reading phenomena where the

observed response to the printed material differs from.the_ expected
response •
.2.

Reading Miscue Inventog (DI):. A diagnostic

~d

evaluative

-

instrument developed by Yetta Good.man and Carolyn Burke (1972), the BMl
is a set of procedures established for the purpose of identifying and
.analyzing oral reading miscues.
both the strength

This qualitative evaluation portJ;aya

and the weakness of the reading strategies utilized

by the reader.
3.

----

Dialect and intonation:

.

Miscues involving a dialect variatiot:l
.

are those mscues where what is acceptable and understandable in the
reader's language usage has been substituted for wb.at is written in tbe
text.

Intonational 1111scues are changes in prosodic pattern.a caQJ1ed b;y

deviations from the expected pitch, stress, and jun,cture pattern.a of
the text.
4.

Gr!J>hic similarity:

A category of the BMI, graphic similarltJ

is coneemed
with the degree to which observed (miscues) and expected
;\\'.'{'
responses look alike.
...ner:

Graphic similarity is coded in the following

(l) a high degree of similarity exists if two of three parts of

·· tlle miscue are similar to the text item .(! is marked on the coding ......,._,...,
(2) some degree of similarity exists if one of three parts is sill:llar

11

(P is marked on the coding sheet. and (3) no degree of similarity exists
if no part is similar (N is marked on the coding sheet).

5.

Sound similarity:

This category of the RMI is concerned with the

degree to which miscues and text items sound alike.

coded in the following manner:

Sound similarity is

(1) a high degree of similarity exists

if two of three parts of the miscue sound like the expected response
(Y is marked on the coding sheet, {2) some degree of similarity exists
if one of three parts is similar (Pis marked on the coding sheet), and
(3) no degree of similarity exists if no part is similar (N is marked on

the coding sheet).

6.

Grammatical function:

A category of the RMI in which the

miscue and the expected response are compared to determine if the
the same (Y is marked on the coding

grammatical function of the two is

sheet)> indeterminate (Pis marked on the coding sheet), or different
(N is marked on the coding sheet).
7.

Correction:

A category of the RMI in which the reader's use of

the correction process is noted.

If a miscue is successfully corrected,

Y is marked on the coding sheet.

If an unsuccessful attempt to correct

is made, or if a correct response is abandoned, P is marked on the

coding sheet.

If no attempt at correction is made, N is marked on the

coding sheet.
8.

Grammatical acceptability:

This category of the RMI deals with

the success of the reader in producing syntactically acceptable sentences
where miscues are involved.

If miscues are produced in a gratttmatically

acceptable sentence which is also acceptable to prior and subsequent textt
Y is marked on the coding sheet.

If the sentence is not acceptable to

12

prior and subsequent text portions, or only part of the sentence is
grammatically acceptable, P is marked on the coding sheet.

If no portion

of the sentence is grammatically acceptable, N is marked on the coding
sheet.

9.

Semantic acceptability:

This category of the RMI is concerned

with the ability of the reader to produce understandable structures.

If

the sentence involving a miscue is semantically acceptable and acceptable
to prior and subsequent text portions, Y is marked on the coding sheet.
If the sentence is not semantically acceptable to prior and subsequent

sentences, or only part of the sentence is semantically aceeptable,
marked on the coding sheet.

!

is

If no part of the sentence is semantically

acceptable, N is marked on the coding sheet.

10.

Meaning change:

This category of the RMI is concerned with

the extent of meaning change involved with the miscue.

If an extensive

meaning change has occurred, Y is marked on the coding sheet.

If a

minimal change has occurred. P is marked on the coding sheet.

If no

change in meaning has occurred, N is marked on the coding sheet.
11.

Co!11Prehension:

The

correction~

semantic acceptability. and

meaning change categories of the RMI are interrelated to determine the
'extent of meaning loss created by the miscue.

Twenty seven possible

patterns may he produced which are judged in terms of no loss. partial
loss, and loss of comprehension according to RMI procedures.
12.

Grammatical relationships:

The correction, grammatical

acceptability, and semantic acceptability categories of the RMI are
interrelated to
ships.

deter~ne

the reader's success with grammatical relation-

Eighteen possible patterns may be produced which are judged in

13

terms of strength. partial strength, weakness, and overcorrection
according to RMI procedures.
·13.

Retelling scores:

F~llowing

oral reading sessions, readers

are asked to retell the stories read in their own words as a measure of
comprehension.

Readers may be assigned a total of 100 points (30 points

for character analysis and 70 points for content analysis) for information included in their retellings and given as answers to the inter-·
viewer's questions which, are based on their retellings.
14.

When a reader repeatedly miscues words that

Repeated miscues:

appear in a text• ·these miscues are termed ·repeated miscues.
recurring miscues are listed on the RMI profile sheet.

Such

Observing

repeated miscues aids in further interpretation of the subject's readillg
process.
15.

Quantity of miscues:

The quantitative measure of miscues used

·in this study· was miscues per hundred words· (MPHW) found by dividing the
total nunber of words read into the total number of miscues, and multiplying by 100.

Quantity (or comt) of miscues is not by itself an

effective means of judging reading proficiency, but should be 'Viewed in
However, Goodman (1971) has indicated

relationship to miscue quality.

that more proficient readers generally produce fewer miscues than less
able readers.
Quali;y ,2! miscues:

16.

Miscue quality, as judged by the categori.e•

of the.!:!!.• involves the extent to which the reader produces structures
that look and sound like his language and which leave meaning unimpaired.
M:lscues which do not impair meaning and which look and .sound like lansu•P.
are high quality miscues.
:

.

---

Eacb category of the B:Ml depicts the degree
.

14

of similarity and/or acceptability of the miscue as compared to the
expected response.

Consequently, changes within any given category, as

well as among the categories themselves, are important to answering the
question of qualitative change.
17.

Below average ..QI. problem reader:

Those students designated by

the regular classroom teacher as having difficulty in reading proficiency
were termed below average or problem readers for this study.

Those

students with special physical or emotional problems that were classified
as learning disabilities by the school system were excluded from the
study.

As defined by the school system involved, characteristics

associated with learning disabilities included:

hyperactivity, perceptual

impairment, emotional instability, general coordination deficits, disorders of attention, impulsivity, specific learning disabilities in

reading, arithmetic, spelling, or writing, disorders of memory or think•
ing, disorders of speech and hearing, and equivocal neurological signs
and electroencephalographic irregularities.
18.

Test group:

Five fifth grade below average readers who were

involved in a program of reading strategy lessons over the three month
period of this study.

These subjects were selected and assigned to this

group by the regular classroom teacher.
19.

Reading strategies:

When a reader reacts to print, he utilizes

predicting, confirming, and comprehending strategies (as depicted on
pp. 35-36 ) •

These strategies are available to less proficient as well as

proficient readers and provide the basis for reading strategy lessons.

The more proficient reader,

however~

utilizes these strategies more
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.effectively and thus produces higher quality miscues than less able
re.aders.
20.

Reading strategy lessons: This term (Y. Goodman and Burke,

1972) encompasses those lessons, based on miscue analysis, which stress
the selection of appropriate strategies for processing written language.
These lessons are structured to enhance the reader's intuitive knowledge
,

of language and based on the premise that the purpose of reading is to
acquire meaning.

The philosophy of these lessons also includes emphasis

on tminterrupted reading time.

(See Appendix D for a brief description

of the reading strategy lessons.used in this study.)
21.

Control group:

Five fifth grade below average readers who

continued in the instructional and special reading programs offered by
the school over the same three month period of this study.
were selected and assigned to this group by the regular
22.

school.:

Instructional

~

These subjects

cl~sroom teache~.

special reading· programs offered J?I. !!!,!.

The regular reading instructd.on offered by the school consisted

of work in the Bookmark Reading Program (Harcourt Brace Javanovich, Inc.,
1970), a basal reader series.
this method.)
in

an

(Seep. 32 for further discussions of

This reading instruction was. supplemented by regular work.

EDL lab (Educational Developmental Laboratories:

Singer, 1969).

Random Rous~ -

(Seep. 41 for further discussion of the reading prograll

of the school and Appendix E for a brief description of the materials
covered by the members of the control group over the period of this
study.)
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Theoretical~:

Language Acquisition

and Linguistic Theory
A discussion of recent trends in language acquisition and linguistic
theory provides a background and theoretical basis for the now recognized
alternative psycholinguistic insights to reading used

in

this study.

Three contrasting viewpoints have been used to explain language

acquisition:

(1) behaviorist

theory based on imitation, frequency of

items, and reinforcement, (2) nativist theory based on internal mechan-

isms and stages of development, and (3) cognitive theory, also based on
stagest but with the child playing a more active role (Wanat, 1971).
With both cognitive and nativist proponents, psycholinguistics

views language learning as a unique and innate capacity of the human
species.

For example, Noam Chomsky's transformation-generative theory

of grammar, a major facet of psycholinguistics, is based on linguistic
universals existing in the mind.

As Chomsky (1965) states:

• ,.on the basis of the best information now available,
it seems reasonable to assume that a child cannot help

constructing a particular kind of transformational gram.mar
to account for the data presented to him, any more than he
can control his perception of solid objects or his attention
to line and angle. Thus. it may well be that the general
features of language structure reflect, not so much the
course of one's experience, but rather the general character
of one's capacity to acquire knowledge in the traditional
sense, one's innate ideas and innate principles (p. 59).

Frank Smith (1971) compares this pre-existing knowledge and how

language is acquired to a sculptor making a statue from a block of
marble:
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During the first few years of life children find no
particular difficulty in learning any language ••• But it
would be an oversimplification to say that he has learned
these sounds by imitating his parents. The baby acquires
them the way a sculptor ''acquires 11 a s tatue--by disposing
of surplus material that he originally had available for
use if required (p. 52).
Similarly, biolinguist Eric Lenneberg (1967} views language acquisition as parallel to the maturation of the human brain.

He asserts

that there is a normal pattern for language development which is independent of the child's environment.

Lenneberg's critical period (ages

2-12) is a biologically determined period of childhood where potential
for language acquisition is at an optimum.
Contrary to this view of innate, genetically programmed mechanisms,_
the behaviorists have basically subscribed to two approaches to language
acquisition:

(1) the classical approach of reinforcement for perfor-

ma.nee, and (2) the traditional assumption of an adult model (Slob in,

1971).

Psycholinguistics has little in common with such tenets of

behavioristic theory.

As Slobin notes:

Theories of language acquisition must also come to
terms with the complexity of the task facing the child-especially the problems of discovering imderlying structures
and meanings of sentences. Psychological learning theories
are constructed to deal with associations of stimuli and
responses, but what the child acquires in the course of
language development is not a collection of S-R (stimulusresponse) connections, but a complex internal rule system •••
He is never exposed to the rule system itself, however, he
is only exposed to individual situations (p. 56) ••• One of
the motivations for postulating innate mechanisms in
·
language acquisition is the notion that the speech input
is not a rich enough source for the induction of grammar
(p. 60).
Hypothesis testing and experimentation are the psycholinguistic
alternatives to imitation and reduction and reinforcement.

By
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experimenting with language, the child is able to
about it.

m.ak~

generalizations

During this process, overgeneralizations are often made which

are manifest in such language problems as awkward grammar or reading
"errors."

As

Goodman (1968) states:

He (the child) is generating language, not imitating,
and he must test the rules he is developing if he is to perfect and control them. His errors are of critical importance.
If he didn't make them he could not learn the limits of his
rules. Ironically, adult interference in this process tends
to inhibit it rather than speed it (p. 3).
In summation, according to a psycholinguistic perspective of read-

ing, learning to, read is impossible without an underlying competence of

the language, which any speak.er of English will possess.

English

speakers possess an innate capacity for language that makes language
acquisition possible and facilitates learning the various ancillary
language codes, such as reading.

Language competence is clearly demon-

strated by what children do with language, rather than by their ability
to verbalize the arbitrary rules often taught in the classroom.

Thus,

within this theoretical framework. any instruction attempted should be
based on the premise that the child is an active contributor to the
tasks of reading and learning to read.
Organization of the Study
In the first chapter, the need for testing the effectiveness of
reading strategy lessons was discussed.

The statement of the problem,

purposes of the study, delimitations, definitions of terms, and the
theoretical basis for this approach to reading instruction were presented.
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The study is developed and expanded in the follow-ing chapters:
In chapter two related literature is reviewed to provide a background in such areas as linguistics and reading, theories of reading,
reading methodologies, and recent studies in oral reading phenomena.
In chapter three the methodology of the study, including a description of the.sample, design, and analysis, is presented.
In chapter four the findings from the data are analyzed.

In chapter five a summary of the study and recommendations and
conclusions are made.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Reading and the readifig process have been the foci of countless
studies in the past.

However, it has been only recent:l.Y'"tnat partial

views of this process based on isolated aspects of reading have given
way to studies of the process in

~·

A review of literature which

includes such information as theories of reading, recent studies of oral
reading phenomena, and reading methodologies provides a theoretical
basis and a focus for the present study.
Further, an examination of relevant literature indicates the everincreasing and important role. of linguists and linguistics in the study
of the reading process and subsequent implications for reading instruc-

tion.
Linguistics and Reading
Initially, the application of linguistic inquiry to reading was
based on structural or descriptive linguistics.

Structural linguistics

was termed "taxonomicn beeause of t:he stress placed on collecting and

classifying observable data.

Also, because of its phonemic principle,

structural linguistics renewed interest in spoken, English •
.Bloomfield's (1961) atheoretical approach to reading emphasized

..

phoneme-grapheme correspondence, the phonological contrasts of English,
and stress on English spelling.

Fries (1963), although he approached

reading theoretically, was bound by. a rather restrictive instructional
method •. The major tenets of this method, known as the Linguistic
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Approach. include emphasis on the alphabetic principle of written
English, the use of contrastive word patterns, the importance of oral
reading, and the underlying concept that meaning is gained through a
knowledge of structure.

Neither Bloomfield nor Fries, however, placed

much stress on comprehension.
Other linguistic proposals for teaching reading include Lefevre's
(1964) partially developed whole sentence approach which stressed such
syntactic cues as intonation.

Soffietti (1955) described an inter-

mediate stage in reading in which vocalization or subvocalization of
visual stimuli occurs.
In a very early attempt to relate some facet of linguistics to
reading. Sir James Pitman (Harrison, 1964) devised the Initial Teacht1il
Alphabet to regularize English spelling for beginning readers.
ments using

thi~

Expe~i-

approach, however• seemed to be inf,luenced by the

Hawthorne effect (Wardhaugh, 1969).

Further, recent linguistic theory

is demonstrating the fact that the writing system of

~glish

(spelling)

is not irregular but rather nearly optimal for its purposes (Choll\Sk.y an4
Balle, 1968; C. Chomsky, 1970).
More recently, transformational-generative grammar has beea used.to
provide a linguistic basis for the reading process.
8e~erative

Transformational•

(t-g) grammar noted that phrase structure rules were not

enough to account for the generative aspects of language, i.e., the
limitless capacity of a native speaker to understand and produce new
sentences.

Thus, transformational rules were added to make a more cc;ga..,.

plet• grammar.

Such a grammar also makes a

Pfll'formance and linguistic competence.

disti~tion

Perfo~ce

between linguistic

is what can be

"

'

''.

·.
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observed (inclusive of oral reading as well as speech), and competence
can only be measured by such mentalistic behavior as when a speaker can
determine if a sentence is ungrammatical or ambiguous (Chomsky, 1957;
1965).
The use of .transformational-generative grammar in research includes
Hunt's (1966) study of the developmental aspects of grammatical structure
as an encoding process in the compositions of children.

Kenneth Goodman

(1965) and other researchers (Y. Goodman, 1967; Burke, 1969; Menosky,
1971; Watson, 1973) involved in a psycholinguistic study of reading
through miscue analysis have also used this grammar as a basis for
research.

Goodman and Burke's 1969 study, for example, indicated the.

proficient reader's use of graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic ·infor.mation simultaneously.
Concerning the role of linguistics in reading xesearch, K•.
and Burke (1973) have noted that:

··~

.Although more research is now applying individual
aspects of linguistics or psycholinguistics to reading
(syntactic: Brown and Hanlon, 1970; Bever, 1970), there ·
is a real lack of such studies which look at the total
process of reading (p. 7).
Theories of Reading
In a recent review of theories and models of reading, Williams
(1973) categorizes reading models as taxonomic, psychometric, psychological, linguistic, and transactional.

It is her observation that the

most recent and prevalent view of reading falls in both a context -of
cognitive psychology and

transfromational-generat~ve gr~.
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An example of a taxonomic model is Gray's (1960) catego'rization of
readi~g

skills into classes.consisting of word perception, comprehension,

grasp of author's ideas,·andassimilation. l:Iolme's psychometric "Substrata-factor" theory, which was later elaborated·.by Singer (Singer and
Ruddell, 1970), has been criticized (K. Goodman and Burke, 1973) a8 not
actually being a model, but rather simply a manipulation of statistics•
Psychological theories of .reading include both behavioral and
cognitive formulations.

Behavioral approaches such as Staats' (1968)

and Gagne's (1970) methods both consist, in part, of sequenced, hierarchical instruction.

Elkind's (1967) theory of reading is based

heavily on the Piagetian idea of stages of development.
Another facet of psychological theories of reading is that
with information process:l:ng, such as Venezky and Calfee' s (1970) visual
scanning.process. _Smith (1971) provides a version of the reading process
based.on the analysis of distinctive features.
Early applications of linguistics to reading were based on structural concepts and rather limi1ted scope.

Bloomfield (1961) suggested

that only regular sound-letter correspondences be presented in initial
reading instruction.

Fries (1963) also stressed phoneme-graph• pat.ta.ins,

and further offered an elaborate methodology for this theory.

Lefevre

{1964) initiated the important concept of syntactical cue$.
, Rosenblatt (1969) is noted for her transactional

model~

t.e., the

reader and the text "transact" in a dynamic process of interpretation.
Goodman offers still another.altemative model of reading whicll is

the' basis for the present .study•. · ~This moder views the child in the·
~-g

grammar.perspective of a competent language user and active generator
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of language.

The Goodman Model of Reading, which requires active infor-

mation processing and hypothesis testing on the part of the reader, is
described by Goodman (1970) as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

The reader scans along a line of print from left to
right and down the page, line by line.
He fixes at a point to permit eye focus. Some print
will be central and in focus, some will he peripheral;
perhaps his perceptual field is a flattened circle.
Now begins the selection process. He picks up graphic
cues, guided by constraints set up through prior choices,
his language knowledge, his cognitive styles, and
strategies he has learned.
He forms a perceptual image using these cues and his
anticipated cues. This image then is partly what he
sees and partly what he expected to see.
Now he searches his memory ·for related syntactic, semantic, and phonological cues. This may lead to selection
of more graphic cues and to reforming the perceptual
image.
At this point, he makes a guess or tentative choice
consistent with graphic cues. Semantic analysis
leads to partial decoding as far as possible. This
meaning is stored in short-term memory as he proceeds.
If no guess is possible, he checks the recalled
perceptual input and tries again. If a guess is
still not possible, he takes another look at the
text to gather more graphic cues.
If he can make a decodable choice, he tests it for
semantic and grammatical acceptability in the context
developed by prior choices and decoding.
If the tentative choice is not acceptable semantically
or syntactically, then he regresses, scanning from
right to left along the line and up the page to locate
a point of semantic or syntactic inconsistency. When
such a point is found. he starts over at that point.
lf no inconsistency can be identified, he reads on
seeking some cue which will make it possible to
reconcile the anomalous situation.
If the choice is acceptable, decoding is extended,
meaning is assimilated with prior meaning, and prior
meaning is accommodated, if necessary. Expectations
are formed about input and meaning that lies ahead.
Then the cycle continues (pp. 269-270).
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Recent Studies .of Oral Reading Phenomena
Since Goodman's 1965 study of the reading process with its inclusion

of a preliminary linguistic taxonomy of reading cues and miscues, an
ever increasing interest has been demonstrated in a psycholinguistic
description of reading.

Described within the theoretical framework of

transformational-generative grammar, such a psycholinguistic perspective.

of reading places the reader in the active role of a competent language
user.

In his early study Goodman found evidence to substantiate this

view of the reading process by observing the reader's use of strategies
based on words in context, natural intonation, regressions, and linguistic cues.

Consequently, the important concept that reading errors are

cued was formulated.

As

K. Goodman and Burke (1973) state:

Analysis of oral reading errors has been characterized

by an atheoretical establishment of arbitrary. non-parallel,

and overlapping categories... While much research in regard
to oral reading errors has considered these errors in a
negative manner, counting them as quantitative signs of
reading problems and reader deficiencies, more recent
studies have looked at reading errors in a positive
manner {p. 5).
·.'.!!!!,·Concept of Mis cues
Discrepancies between expected and observed responses in oral
reading phenomena are termed miscues.

Miscues are not wrong answers

that require practice or

but rather insights into the

obliteration~

child's knowledge of language.

The major premise underlying diagnosis

by miscues is that " ••• the same processes are involved in generating
both expected and unexpected responses" (Burke

121).

~d

Goodman, 1970, p.

Further, comprehension may occur even when a reader is unable to

reproduce a sentence verbatim.
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This does not imply that all

mis~ues

are of equal importance.

The

quality and type of the.miscue is directly related to the child's
linguistic knowl,edge.

The more proficient he is, the less meaning

change occurs in the miscue.

Also, the type of miscue will often

indicate what is causing the reading problem.

For example, word substi-

tutions are often reflections on the material read--the level of difficulty, the ambiguity of the surface structure of the sentences, and the
discrepancy between the child's language (dialect) and experiences
(culture) and those of the author.
Thus, miscue analysis differs significantly from the informal read-

ing inventories, e.g., Silvaroli's (1973) Classroom Reading Inventory,
used to diagnose and evaluate oral reading phenomena.

Not only does

miscue analysis provide a positive perspective of reading "errorstt by

viewing them qualitatively as well as quantitatively, but it also differs
from the informal reading inventory in that reader strengths as well as
weaknesses are noted.

Further~

miscue analysis is demonstrating that

many of the procedures of informal reading inventories are arbitrary and
may not be justifiable.

As Y. Goodman. (1971) states:

A common myth strongly adhered to in many reading
programs suggests that when a reader misses five words in
the first one hundred words he reads the material is too
difficult. Some researchers or experts ref er to this as
the frustration level. There is !!.2. evidence to support
this notion. Diagnosers of reading problems in children
must look beyond numbers of miscues (or errors) to more
significant information (p. 15).
Miscue Research

Goodman's (1965) analysis of the oral reading phenomena of 100
first, second and third grade children was based on the assumption that
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readers are cued or miscued .DY .such .cueing systelllS as cues within words,.
cues within the flow of

l~g~ge,

cues external to language and the

reader, and cues within the'. reader· (p. 639).
included:

Results of the study

1.) the subjects: could read many words in context that were

missed while reading word lists, 2.) r_egressions made by the subjects
were always for the purpose.of correcting what they previously read, and
3.) by categorizing the miscues .studied, Goodman formulated a Pteliminag
'LinSu;i.Stic Taxonomy of ·~·and 'Misclies ·in Reading for the psycholinguistic analysis of miscues.
Many studies
have since.investigated
the phenomena of reading
.
.
,
miscues through the use of a revised version of this early taxonomy,
· :.Goodnian 'Taxonomy ·of Reading Misclies.

t~e

Y•. Goodman {1967) observed the

development of such phenomena in the oral reading behavior of six
b_eginning readers.

She found that miscues. generated. by the beginning

reader become qualitatively better as reading ability develops.

K.

Goodman and Burke (1968) studied twelve proficient fourth and fifth
. graders• oral reading of a basal reader story.

The basis for their

study was the assumption that miscues are. generated through the same
process as expected responses.

A major conclusion of their study was

that psycholinguistic knowledge and techniques could provide a basis for
research into the reading process.

Allen (1969), focusing on one aspect

of oral reading phenomena, ·studied the substitution miscues of' average
readers in the second, fourth, and sixth grades.

He found that the

miscues produced by the more advanced readers were more syntactically
and .semantically acceptable.· ·similarly, K. Goodman and . :Qurk.e (1969)

noted the· grammatical . re•transf ormation miscues·· (miscues which change
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the. syntactic structure of expected responses) of eighteen elementary and

middle school children.
findings.

The results of their study supported Allen 1 s

Burke (1969) studied the grammatical restructurings.of pro-

ficient sixth-graders reading eighth-grade. material.

She found that

miscues retain high syntactic and semantic proximity to the text ·and
that when miscues alter the grammatical structure of the text it is
generally at a point in the

t~xt

where alternate choices are possible.

Other studies have contributed information to a psycholinguistic·
description of the reading process and the strategies employed to derive
meaning from the printed message.

Page (1970) studied the miscues

generated by a proficient second grade reader's, and average fourth and
sixth grade readers' oral readings of ten basal reader selections graded
as ranging from pre-primer to sixth grade.

He found that the· grade level .

of the material read does not consistently reflect the difficulties of.
the reader confronted with this material.

Carlson (1970) analyzed the

oral reading behavior of fourth grade readers confronted with a variety
of contextual materials ranging from basal readers to subject matter
texts.

Carlson found that readers shift their emphasis from semantic

cues when reading basal text materials to syntactic cues when reading
content area·materials.
Goodman 'found, in her 1971 longitudinal study of the oral readiq

behavior of four children during their second and third years of reading
instruction, that slow readers (i.e., below average readers) produced
tlliscues than average readers.

'lllJ•nt

Further, although both average and slow

readers utilized selective strategies, slow readers tended to use these
strategies less.

In general,· slow readers had les;S; success utilizing
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selective strategies on available linguistic cues.

From the results of

her· study, Goodman extended the following hypotheses concerning the
differences between average and slow readers:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Average readers tend to have fewer miscues per hundred
words and a more narrow range of miscues per hundred
words than slow readers.
Average readers' miscues show closer proximity to the
expected response in terms of graphic and phonemic
similarity than slow readers.
Slow readers' miscues show finer graphic and phonemic
discrimination from session to session.
Average readers' graphic and phonemic proximity miscues
tend to stabilize and do not continue to increase.
Average readers· have a higher percent of miscues which
produce syntactically acceptable structures than the
slow readers.
Average readers tend to correct more than slow
readers (pp. 78-79).

Menosky (1971) analyzed the qualitative differences of the oral
reading miscues generated by eighteen students from a range.of grade
levels (two, four, six, and eight) and proficiency (above average,
average, and low) while reading varying po11tions and lengths of texts.
·Using Goodman's Axiom of Predictability (Watson, 1973), which emphas1zes
that reading ease depends on the ease with which the reader can predict.
the author's intent as a basis for her study, Menosk.y (1971) found· that

lc:N readers needed more text than average or above average readers to
produce qualitatively better miscues.

That is, the initial porti0\1 of a

given text provi.ded enough context for average and above average readen.
·However, low readers produced more totally unacceptable (on a scale of
acceptable, partially acceptable and unacceptable) syntactic and semantic
miscues in shorter passages.

More accep~a'ble miscues were generated as

the low readers progressed through the material read.·
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Sima (1972) studied the miscues generated by ten Black dialect
speakers while reading standard English and Black dialect text materials.
She concluded that Black dialect speakers are able to use a ·reading
style which approximates standard English and thus the development of
.dialect specific reading materials was not efficacious.

Roush (1972)

studied the effects of prior conceptual knowledge to post-reading
performance and found that prior conceptual knowledge of material read
is an advantage in processing syntactic and semantic information. ·
Implications

1.z...!h.!. Present. Study

The information generated by these miscue studies tend to support
each other on the following points that are significant to the present
study:
l.

Miscues appear to be a normal part of the reading process, as

readers are cued or miscued by various cueing syste1'8 while they read
(Goodman, 1965).

Further, miscues are generated through the same pro-

cesses as expected responses (Goodman., 1965; K. Goodman and Burke.
1968).
2.

By categorizing miscues a psycholinguis.tic analysis of them

can be made
3.

(Goodman, 1965; Goodman and Burke, 1972).

The quantity of miscues does not appear to be as significant

as the quality of the miscues.

That is, the more proficient the read4a;r.

the higher the quality of his miscues (Y. Goodman, 1971).
4.

Higher quality miscues are generated as readers progress

through a text (Menosky, 1971).

This information is significant to the

preliminary study of using initial, mid, and final miscues to formulate
an.!!!!, reader profile, which is included in the present study.
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5.

Most significant to the present study are Y. Goodman's (1971)

findings that all readers use selective strategies, but that slow

readers tend to use them less successfully.

This provides a basis for

the present research, i.e., that by diagnosing the miscues generated by
a reader, lessons may be formulated to strengthen those strategies

necessary for more proficient reading.
Watson's Study
All the above cited studies utilized the Goodman Taxono:my of
Reading Miscues to analyze oral reading phenomena.

More significant for

the present study is Watson's (1973) study which used the Reading Miscue
Inventory (Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972) for the analysis of miscues.

(The RMI, a less formal instrument than the Goodman Taxonollo/' on which it
is based, is published for classroom and clinical miscue analyses.)
Watson's suggestion that the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons
needed to be further tested provided the foundation for the present
study.
Watson's study, a saturated paperback book environment for twentyseven fifth grade students maintained over a period of four months,

offered a preliminary indication that reading strategy lessons may
facilitate proficient use of those strategies utilized in the reading
process.

RMI profiles of individual readers were analyzed prior to and

following this program.

Nine of the subjects of Watson's study (Group

C) were also involved in a four month period of instruction which

included reading strategy lessons presented in the classroom by the

classroom teacher.
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From the results of her study, Watson concluded that reading
strategy lessons may have encouraged the members of Group C to attend to
meaning while reading. as indicated by the comprehension and retelling
categories of the RMI.

In Group C, comprehension increased 12 percent

in the no loss category, decreased .2 percent in the partial loss
category, and decreased 13 percent in the loss category.
scores of Group C increased in all areas as follows:

The retelling

recall 2.1 percent,

character development 2.1 percent, theme and subtleties 8.9 percent,
plot and subplot 9.1 percent, and events and setting 4.2 percent.
Thus, the significance of Watson's study for the present study
includes the use of the Reading Miscue Inventory as the research instrument and the suggestion that further research is indicated to. test the
effectiveness of reading strategy lessons.
Reading Methodologies
Traditional Approaches to Instruction
The most prevalent reading methodologies presently employed in

public education are basal series with varying degrees of emphasis on
phonics and literature.

Since the control group of the present study

was involved with many of the aspects of these traditional approaches to
reading

instruction~

a brief review of their contents may provide a basis

for comparison with the reading strategy lessons used in this study.
The phonics approach to reading is based on the assumption that if
a child learns to associate letters with their corresponding sounds, he
can sound out words and consequently read.

Two types of phonics, or
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decod~ng

systems,

ar~

generally discussed.
'

these types as

Spache (1972) describes

••• analytic, in which letter sounds are taught as
integral parts of words, often after a number of words
have been learned, and synthetic. in which the isolated
letter sounds are stressed before any great experience·
with words (p. 60).
·
Limitations to the phonics approach, as discussed by Smith,. Goodman,
and Meredith (1970) included the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The.letters in written English do not each regularly
represent a single sound ••••
Many successful readers do not appear to go through
this letter-by-letter analysis but seem to recognize
whole words by sight.
The generalizations contained in most old phonics
programs are unscientific •.•••
Dialect accents mitigate against any attempt at
standard sounding (phonic) systems (pp. 85.-86).

Basal readers are perhaps the most extensively used programs of
reading instruction at present.

Spache (1972) cited.studies that indi-

cate 95-98 percent of American primary and 80 percent intermediate
. grades employ graded readers (p. 32).

Spache described the general

composition of these series as follows:
A modern basal reader series offers systematic
guidance in the development of basic reading skills by
carefully planned sequences. It offers materials based;
upon the common backgrounds, experiences, and interests
of children. It claims to have a basic or core vocabulary
that is essential to the foundation of reading. Materials
are carefully scaled in difficulty, controlled in
vocabulary, and sequentially arranged ••• Finally, the
basal reader series claims to off er a well-rounded
selection of reading experiences offering rec~eation
and work, poetry and prose, fact and.fiction (p. 32).
Several of the criticisms that may be leveled at this sequauced
series of texts, workbooks, manuals, and materials are that sequencing
tasks may be impossible

as

no one knows whiCh skills are easiest or
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hardest for the child to acquire, and materials often do not reflect the
individual reader's language and experience (Burke, 1972) •.
Reading Strategies and Strategy Lessons
Since reading is often taught as isolated skills, most diagnostic
instruments similarly evaluate only parts of the process (Y. Goodman,
1972).

Consequently, remediation may consist of further instruction in

isolated skills and practice with similar letters, sounds, and word lists.

An B!!!_ profile notes the strengths and weaknesses of the individual
reader.

Based upon psycholinguistic theory, this profile views reading

as a complex psychological process involving three linguistic systems:
graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic (Goodman and Burke, 1969).
When the reader reacts to print, he utilizes the strategies indicated on the Proficient Silent Reading Model postulated by Goodman and
Burke (see Figure II-l), as noted in Watson's 1973 study.
Watson stated, concerning these strategies when reading, that
••• they are available to the less proficient, as well
as the accomplished reader. The accomplished reader, however.
has sufficiently mastered these strategies and consequently
reads with ease; the inefficient reader fails to take full
advantage of the strategies and usually i'abors over the
task (p. 138) •

Watson further discussed the Paradigm of Reading Strategies suggested by Burke and Goodman (see Tabl.e II-1).

By utilizing this paradigm.

as a guide and noting the strengths and weaknesses of a reader by an fil!!.
profile, lessons may be developed according to individual needs.

Written
Material
Predicting
Reader Selects
and Guesses
~

'

' l',.t:-

~Cce~ ~o.?>

IF NOT ACCEPTABLE

;,g.s~e' '

- -.

Confirming
Reader Checks
Syntactic and
Semantic
Structures

Comprehending
Reader
Thought·
Language

Reader Integrates
Meaning.

Figure II-1: · ·The Goodman-aurke PrGficient Silent Beading Model (Watson, 1973)

~

Table II-1:

Predicting
..c::
..c::

Confirming

Graphic units (print
variation)
Non-English spelling
11

Paradigm of Reading Strategies*

Comprehending

Confirming only when necessary
Habitual association

Eye11 Dialect

C,!)

Bound morphemes

"""

Grammatical function
Grammatical structure

Ul

'

I
I

I'

i'
I

ti)i

Characterization
Setting
S.tyle and mode
Events
Plots
Theme

Developing meaning through
Context
Disconfirming and correcting
Discriminating significant
from insignificant information

Relational words
Negatives
Antecedent relationships

*As taken from

Watson~

Disconfirming and correcting
Bound morphemes
Habitual asscciatibn
PunctuationDialogue carriers
Discriminating significant
from insignificant structures

1973.

Habitual association

Y. Goodman & C. Burke

w

°'
Concepts
Plot

Theme

Motive:
Humor
Subtleties
Pathos
Propaganda
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Goodman and Burke (1972) defined Reading Strategy Lessons as planned
materials and situations
••• arranged to encourage the reader's conscious use of
the selected strategy without interfering with the natural
and constant interaction among the three language systems
Not only are strategy lessons developed according to the needs of the

individual reader, but also assistance is offered the student

" ••• in

making direct application to natural reading situations (p. 98).tt

Thus,

emphasis is not placed on isolated and sequenced skills, but rather on
keeping the reading process intact.
Examples of reading strategy lessons that can be fomld in the
Reading Miscue Invento:i;Y include activities designed to deal with (1)
repeated miscues, (2) grammatical and graphic/sound relationships, and
(3) comprehending.

For example, one form of repeated miscue is the

omitted or sounded-out word.

A strategy lesson for this type of miscue

would encourage the reader to move from omitting the word to using a
word with a similar meaning, e.g., bird for canary (Y. Goodman and
Burke, 1972).
Summary

A review

of related literature

covering major influences in reading

pedagogy and research reveals alternative descriptions and understandings
of language and the reading process.

One such alternative is that of

the combined contributions of psychologists and psycholinguists.

Their

alternative model emphasizes the similarities of language acqldsition
processes and those of proficient reading.

Research in miscue analysis,
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a recent product of psycholinguistic efforts to describe the reading

process, includes to date at least the following tenets relating to
reading instruction:
1.

Emphasis in reading instruction is based on comprehension.

2.

Language and thought interact in the reading process.

not a letter-by-letter or
3.

~ord-by-word

It is

decoding.

The problem reader would be viewed as a competent language

user who needs to be innnersed in printed language to form needed reading
strategies rather than a passive recipient of arbitrary rules.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE AND DESIGN

The major purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness
of using reading strategy lessons as indicated by RMI profiles with
below average readers to increase reading proficiency.

Ten subjects

from the fifth grade were chosen to participate in this study.

These

subjects were asked to read material orally from the published collection of stories (Readings for Taping, 1972) selected and tested by
Goodman and Burke for miscue analysis (see Appendix A for stories used
in this study).

Each of the ten subjects participated in two such oral

reading sessions during the course of the study:

an initial taping

session in February, 1974, at the outset of the three month period of

the study, and a final taping session in June, 1974, following the
treatment described in this study.

These sessions were tape recorded

and the miscues generated by each individual were coded (see Appendix B)
according to the Reading Miscue Invento9 ( Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972).
Further, RMI retelling formats of the stories (see Appendix C) were
utilized to determine the extent of comprehension invo1ved in the

readings of the subjects.

Based on these formats, points were given the

subjects according to (l) their retellings of all they could remember

about the stories read and (2} follow-up questions by the researcheT to

clarify the contents of their retellings in the areas of characters,
events and settings, plots, and themes.
also taped.

These story retellings were

From the analyses of miscues and the comprehension ratings,

reader profiles (see Appendix B) were noted for each of the subjects for
the two oral reading sessions of thi.s study.
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Based on a model of the reading process involving sampling, predicting, testing, and confirming, the RMI profiles depicted the effectiveness of the reading strategies used by the subjects.

For the period

of this study, the five members of the test group were involved in a
program of reading strategy lessons (see Appendix D) based on individual
and group needs as assessed through miscue analysis.

Reading strategy

lessons already in existence were supplemented by those written by the
researcher.

These lessons were used in an attempt to increase reading

proficiency with the systems depicted by the categories of the RMI,
i.e., repeated miscues, grammatical and graphophonic relationships, and
comprehension.

This program of reading strategy lessons was conducted

by the researcher for a one hour period each day.

During the same

period of time the five members of the control group were placed in a
similar classroom setting for the same length of time but were involved
with the reading instruction generally administered by the school (see
p. 41) and conducted by the classroom teacher.
At the end of the. three month treatment period, the ten subjects
read and retold another story for a final RMI profile.

The miscues of

the second reading were compared with those generated during the initial
reading to determine the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons to
improve reading proficiency, i.e., miscue quality.
Subjects

Ten below average readers from the fifth grade of Hardy Road School
in Roanoke County, Virginia, were selected as subjects for this study.
The subjects fell in the 6-49 national percentile range on the SRA
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Reading Achievement Test (Form E).

Appendix G depicts the pre- and post

SRA Reading Achievement Test scores for the ten subjects.

Selection of

the subjects and placement into test and control groups was made by the
classroom teacher.

Those students with special emotional or physical

problems that were termed learning disabilities by the school system
were excluded from the study.
Race, sex, and socio-economic background were not determining
factors in the selection of subjects for this study since, in essence,
each subject was a study and not a sample of a larger population.

The

subjects were drawn from a school which serves a population described in
the Report of the Self-Study of Hardy Road School (1973-74) as follows:

The average family income is in the middle range with
a few families in the upper middle range and a few in the
low-middle range and low income categories. About 95% of
the population is white. The other portion includes AfroAmericans and a few Orientals (p. 7).
The Reading Program

.£!..

the. School

The five members of the control group continued in the reading
program offered by the school over the three month period of the study •

. The major tenets of this program, as describe.d in the Report

of~

Self-Study 2J... Hardy School (1973-74), include the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Students are grouped on correct reading levels.
Instruction is sequenced~ beginning with the
readiness level.
Students are instructed mainly in small groups
and helped individually.
The curriculum includes a phonics program,
basal reading program [The Bookmark program]
and a reading laboratory program [Educational
Developmental Laboratories program].
Students are tested for readiness and achievement
at all grade levels.
Students are provided with activity books, Random
Rouse reading kits and SRA laboratories (pp. 31-33).
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Data Collection

~

Instrumentation

Each subject was asked to read orally for the initial and final
reading sessions a selection that was unfamiliar to him from Readings
for Taping, (1972) by Goodman and Burke (see Appendix A for stories used
in this study).
the ten subjects.

Table III-1 depicts the stories read at each session by
Stories were chosen on the basis of length of text.

and level of difficulty according to the technique described in Readings
for Taping.

That is, if a story appeared to be tmsuitable for a reader,

preceding or subsequent stories were chosen.

These stories were not too

difficult to make the subjects refuse to attempt completion of the
material or too easy to cause boredom or a failure to produce miscues.
Stories were long enough and with a discernible theme and plot to maximize processing for comprehension.

The subjects were told that no instruction or testing would take
place during the oral reading sessions, and that no assistance would be

offered by the researcher during the readings.

They were, though,

informed that they would be required to retell the stories in their
words upon completion of the text.

own

A tape recording of these se.ssions

was made from which miscues were noted on a typescript, called a worksheet in RMI procedures, of the stories read (see Appendix A).

Upon

completing the stories, subjects were asked to retell the contents in
their own tvords.

After a subject completed this task, questions based

on the contents of his retelling were asked to further note the extent
of comprehension involved in the reading session.

These retellings were

also taped for rating purposes (see Appendix C for retelling formats).
From the coding of miscues and the comprehension rating, an RMI reader

Table III-1:

Dates and Selections of Reading Sessions.

Subject

Test A

Test B

Feb., 1974

Space Pet.

Zoo

June, 1974

Zoo Doctor

Doctor

Why "the
Parrot
Repeats
Man's Word
......

Subject

Control F

Feb.• 1974

Space

June. 1974

Pet

Zoo Doctor

'

Test C

Test ·D ·

Test

Why the
Parrot
Repeats
Man's
Word

Anita's
Gift

Why the
Parrot
Repeats

Anita's
Gift

Why the

.....

E

Man's

Word

Anita's
Gift

Par~ot

Repeats
Man's Word

t;

'

C<>ntrol G ·

C0ntro1 ·H · ·

· · Ccmt:tol I· · · ·

Why the
Parrot.
Repeats

Why the.
Parrot
Repeats
Man'.s Word

Anita's
Gift

Man's Word~.

Why the
Parrot
Repeats
·Man's Word

Anita's Gift

Anita's Gift

Anita's Gift

Why the
Parrot
Repeats
Man's Word

••

Control J
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profile (see Appendix B) was depicted for the individual subjects on
each of the two oral reading sessions of the study.
Analysis 2.! the

~

The taped oral reading sessions of the subjects were used to accurately note miscues on typescripts of the stories (Appendix A).

From

these typescripts miscues were coded according to Reading Miscue
Inventory procedures.

Rating reliability in the coding of the miscues

consisted of having at least two researchers listen to each tape until
an agreement was reached on the codification of each miscue.

This is a

standard method used in miscue research for rating reliability (e.g.,
Watson, 1973).
The RMI codes miscues according to nine categories:

dialect,

intonation, graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical function,
correction, grammatical acceptibility, semantic acceptibility, and
meaning change.

Degrees of comprehension and grammatical relationship

are also noted on the RMI coding sheet (see Appendix B).

Since one or

more of the above categories are involved in the generation of every
miscue~

the strengths and weaknesses of the reading strategies utilized

by the individual reader may be noted by such analysis.

Questions

asked by the RMI include the following:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Dialect. Is a dialect variation involved in the
miscue?
Intonation. Is a shift in intonation involved
in the miscue?
Graphic Similarity. How much does the miscue
look like what was expected?
Sound Similarity. How much does the miscue
sound like what was expected?
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5.

Grammatical J!unetion. Is the gramnatical
function of the miscue the same as the
·grammatical ftmction of the word in the text?
Correction. Is thel miscue corrected?
·
Grammatical Accepkabil.itI. Does the miscue occur
in a structure which is .grammatically acceptable?
Semantic Accept.ability. Does the miscue occur in
a change of meaning (pp. 49-50)?
·

6.
7.
8.

Typescripts were also made of the taped retelling& and questions
for comprehension.

Retelling formats of the stories (see Appendix C)

were used to score the retellings on a .scale ranging from zero to one
hundred.

Rating reliability was established by ·having yet another

researcher score the retellings independently and then agreeing to a
final decision.

This procedure is used in miscue research, including

Watson's 1973 study.
By using this comprehension rating and the data obtained from the
coding sheets, a reader profile (see Appendix B) was noted for each of
the oral reading sessions of the ten subjects.

An ··:mg reader profile

includes bar graphs depicting coq>rehension, grammatical and sotmd/
graphici relationships, and a retelling score.
-(:"

From this description of

strengths and weaknesses, reading strategy lessons were implemented for
the five members of the test group.
Initial !:!!!_ data was compared to data following the three month
period of the study.

Percentages on pre- and

post~

categories and

points given the story retellings were compared to. determine.the effectiveness of the program for the test group utilizing reading strategy
lessons versus those in the control group receiving regular reading
·instruction.

~·
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Ten below average readers were chosen to participate in a study of
the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons as compared to the regular
classroom instruction offered by the school.

Five of the subje.cts were

involved in a program of reading strategy lessons

whil~

the five members

of the .control groups received the instruction administered by the
eehool over the three month period of the study.

The relative effective-

ness of the reading strategy lessons program was determined by comparing
the pre- and post Reading Miscue Inventory percentages of the test and
control groups on the various components of the RMI.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF TRE STUDY
The major purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness
of using reading strategy lessons as indicated by

~

profiles of below

average readers to increase reading proficiency.

The ten subjects of

this study read orally and then retold the prior selected stories before
and following (a) a program of reading strategy lessons for the test
group and (b) the regular reading instruction offered by the school for
the control group.

The miscues generated by the subjects during these

pre- and post oral reading sessions were analyzed according to the
categories developed for the Reading Miscue Inventory {Goodman and
Burke, 1972).

The categories of the RMI consist of dialect, intonation,

graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical function, correction,
grammatical acceptability, semantic acceptability, meaning change,
comprehension, and grammatical relationships.

Further, information

concerning retelling scores and repeated miscues was provided by the 'RM.I
profiles. of the subjects.

Comparisons were made in terms of the quantity

and quality of miscues as indicated by the pre- and post RMI scores of
the members of the two groups.
Quantity of Miscues
Is there a quantitative difference in the miscues produced by the
test group as compared with the control group after the three month
period of the study as demonstrated by the pre- and post RMI scores of
the two groups?
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Miscues per hundred words (MPRW) is a quantitative measure of
miscues that is found by dividing the total number of words read into
the total number of miscues, and multiplying by 100.
MPHW

= 100

w

M

Although quantity of miscues is not in itself an effective means of
judging reading proficiency, more proficient readers generally produce
fewer MPHW than less able readers (Goodman. 1971).

Table IV-1 depicts

the miscues per hundred words made by each subject during the pre- and

post oral reading sessions of this study.
All the subjects in the test group showed a decline in MPHW.

Three

members of the control group (Subjects F, G, and H) also decreased in
MPBW.
The decline in MPHW for these eight subjects ranged from 6 MPHW to
2 MPHW.

The greatest reduction in MPHW was made by Subject A (test

group) and the smallest by Subject H (control group).

The average decline in MPHW was 4.2 MPHW for the test group and l.4
MPHW for the control group.
Quality of Miscues
Miscue quality, i.e., the extent to which the reader has produced

structures that look and sound like his language and which leave meaning
unimpaired, was examined according to the categories of the RMI.

These

categories include dialect, intonation, graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical function, correction, grammatical acceptability,
semantic acceptability, meaning change, comprehension, and gramnatical
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Table 1v..:.1: . Ml.a(?uSfl. Per IW;ldred Words (MPHW):

Pre"".and"Post RMI's

-Subject

Pre ;.;. ·B.Mt

Post~

Test

A

16

10

Group

B

11

6

G

5

2

D

13

10

&

9

s
'"

Control

F

20

17

Group

G

8

5

a

6

4

t

5

5

J

6

1

:\~~~:~~
->~::
"'',
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relationships.

Each of these categories depicts the degree of similarity

and/or acceptability of the miscue as compared to the expected response
and consequently notes its quality.

Quality in this study was further

judged according to the retelling score and repeated miscues sections
of

the~

reader· profile.

Since RMI scores are based on percentages, the results of this study
were stated in percentages.

RMI scores indicate the patterns of reader

strengths and weaknesses by noting the percentage of miscues which the
reader has produced that fall in each RMI category.

The actual number

of miscues produced by a reader is unimportant to a discussion of miscue
quality, as a miscue count may be directly influenced by such factors as
length of text.

Dialect and Intonation
1.

Is dialect and intonation an important factor in this study?

Miscues involving a dialect variation are those miscues where what
is acceptable and understandable in the reader's language usage has been
substituted for what is written in the text.

Dialect proved to be an

insignificant factor in this study.
Out of the 1,911 coded miscues analyzed in this study, only eight
miscues involved a dialect variation.
for asked,

/w~nst/

for

~,

Sound variations such as /test/

and /kamxn/ for coming were not considered

miscues in this study because they do not result in a change in meaning
or basic structure.

The miscues that did involve a dialect variation

were syntactic in nature,

.

had stole for had stolen.

i.e.~

-

stoled for stole, she for she's, and

L•xical substitution was not a factor in the. generated miscues
involving dialect, but did appear in the story retellings, e.g., grandlu
for grandmother.
Intonational miscues are changes in prosodic patterns caused by
deviations !rom the expected pitch, stress, and juncture patterns of the
text.
In the present study there were 57 miscues which involved a change
in intonatj.on.· Both the test group and the control ,sroup increased
sl:igbtly in percentage of miscues resulting in intonational change (test
group, .4%; control group, 2.ll).
Graphic Similarity.
2.

Is' there a higher degree of graphic similarity between the

expected and observed.responses for the test group

as compared withth4l

con.trol groµp?
Miscues substituted by the readers for· expected responses were
compared in .terms .of. graphic
.

s:tmila~ity.

'

by the reader to predict structures.

Graphic cues (print) are used

A high degree of graphic similanq

shows strength in visual discrimination of letter/word identification.
The RMI.measures the relative success of the reader's use of the grapM¢

'

system by noting the extent of graphic similarity between ·the expected ·
.response and the miscue according to the following categories:

high

degree of similarity (Yes on the coding sheet),
some degree of similaritf:
.
...
'

~

(!artial on the coding sheet), and no degree of similarity (!o 0n .the
coding sheet).
Table·Iv;...2 indicates the degrees of graphic simila~ty (high,
p~tial,

and no) of the miscues generated by. the tea,, subjects prior to

Table

:rv...2;:. ·Grapb.iC .S:f.nai~ity:

· . Post"!!!!. Percentages

· Pre...RMI

Subject

Pre- and

(Post RMI)

Yes/High
GraJihic ·Sim.

Partial
·G:ta!hic ·Sim.

No
Gra!hic Sim.

Test·

A

·66 (86)

23

Group

B

58 .(76)

26 (18)

16

(6)

c

59 (89)

10

(7)

31

(4) .

D

68 (86)

23

(9)

9

(5)

E

72 .(87)

18 (10)

10

(3)

Control

F

84 (83)'

12

(6)

4 (11)

Group

G

57 (87)·

27

(9)

16

(4)

H

79 (89)

18

(4)

3

(7)

I

71 (85)

21 (15)

8

(Ol

J

79 (85)

13

8

(6) .

(1)

(9)

11 (13)
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and following the period of this study.

Alth~ugh

there were individual

differences in degrees of graphic similarity, the trend was the same for
all subjects.
The highest percentage of miscues for each subject fell within the
high graphic similarity category.

A comparison of the pre- and post

RMI scores indicates that all subjects increased in the high graphic

similarity category and decreased in the partial graphic similarity
category over the period of this study.
Most subjects decreased in the no graphic similarity category, with
the exception of Subject A of the test group and Subjects F and H of the
control group.
Comparisons of group changes in pre- and post RMI scores for graphic
similarity are as follows:

1.

The test group ma.de a 20.2 percent increase in number of high

graphic similarity miscues; the control group made an 11.8 percent
increase.

2.

The test group made an 11 percent decrease in the number of

partial graphic similarity miscues; the control group ma.de a 9.6 percent
decrease.
3.

The test group made a 9.2 percent decrease in number of no

graphic similarity miscues; the control group made a 2.2 percent decrease.
Sound Similarity
3.

Is there a higher degree of sound similarity between the expected

and observed responses of the test group as compared with the control
group?
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Substitution miscues generated by the subjects were. also compared
with expected responses in terms of sound (phonemic) similarity.

This

category of the RMI analyzes the reader's use of sound (oral) cues while
reading by judging the phonemic proximity of the miscue to. the expected
respon.Se.

Degrees of phonemic similarity measured by the

the following:

~

consist of

a high degree of similarity (Yes ori the coding sheet),

some degree of similarity (Partial on the coding sheet), and no degree
of similarity (!o on the coding sheet). ·
Table IV-3 indicates the pre- and post RMI scores of the subj,ects
that were categorized as high, partial, and no sound similarity.
The highest percentage of miscues for all subjects on both pre- and
post RMI analyses fell in the high phonemic similarity category.
All the members of the test group increased in percentage of miscues
with high phonemic similarity to the expected response.

Two. members of

the control group (Subjects· G and H) increased in this category·.
Subjects A, B, D, and E (test group) decreased in the category of
partial phonemic similarity.

SubJects G and H (control group) decreased

in percentage of miscues in this category.
Three members of the test group (Subjects B, C, and D) decreased in
percentage of miscues possessing no phonemic similarity to the expected
response.

Subjects G, H, I, and J (control group) also decreased in the.

no phonemic similarity category over the period of this study.
Comparisons of group changes in pre- and post RMI scores for phonemic similarity are as follows:
1.

The test group made an 11.8 percent increase in number of high

phonemic similarity miscues; the control groqp increased 3.6 percent in
.this category.
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Table IV-3:

Phonemic Similarity:
Post RM.I Percentages

Pre- and

Pre - RMI (Post RMI)

Subject

Yes/High
Phonemic Sim.

Partial
Phonemic Sim.

Phonemic Sim.

No

Test

A

58 (72)

28 (10)

14 (18)

Group

B

56 (74)

is

19

c

62 (67)

10 (18)

28 (15)

D

63 (73)

26 (17)

11 (10)

E

68 (80)

24 (10)

8 (10)

Control

F

73 (71).

10 (10)

17 (19)

Group

G

57 (80)

23

20 (18)

H

52 (58)

36 (35)

12

(7)

I

60 (57)

32 (41)

8

(2)

J

67 (61)

14 (26)

(18)

(2)

(8)

19 (13)

2.

The test group made an 8 percent decrease in number of partial

phonemic similarity miscues; the control group made a .2 percent decrease
in this category.
3.

The test group made a 3. 8 percent decrease in nuni>er of no

phonemic similarity miscues; the control group made a 3.4 percent
decrease in this category.
Grammatical Function
4.

Is there a higher percentage of miscues in the test group that

retain the identical grammatical function of the expected response than
in the control group?

Words in context can be assigned a grammatical function, since a
limited variety of grammatical functions are able to fill a given position in a sentence.

When a substitution miscue was made, its grammatical

function was compared to that of the expected response.
The pre- and post RMI percentages regarding

grammat~cal

functions

which were the same (!.es on the coding sheet) , or different (No on the
coding sheet), and those miscues whose grammatical functions were indeterminate (Partial on the coding sheet) are depicted in Table IV-4.
The highest percentage of miscues for all subjects involved the
substitution of identical grammatical functions.

The one possible excep-

tion was Subject F (control group), whose miscues were almost equally
distributed between the same grammatical function and different gramnatical function categories.
Three meni>ers of the test group ·(Subjects B, C, and E) increased in
percentage of miscues .with the same grammatical function as the expected
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Table lV-4:. Gra.a.t:tcal l'unction:
.Post :RMI Percentages

Pre - RMI
Yes/Same

Gr.F;.

Subject

Partial-Indeterminate
Gr.F.

No Different
Gt~F.

1

(Z)

28 (30)

B

67· (82)

7 (4)

26 (14)

c

64 (85)

0

(O)

36 (15)

D

74 {73)

7 (2)

19 (25)

E

73 (87)

4

(O)

23 {13)

F

58 (52)

0

(0)

42 (48)

G

77 (65)

3 '(O)

20 (35)

a

70 (71)

6

(O)

24 (29)

I

63 (69)

8

(7)

29 (24)

j

71 (59)

2

(6)

27 (35)

A

Group

Group

(Post RMI)

71 (68)

Test

Control

Pre- and

'
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response over the period of this study.

Subjects H and I from the

control group also increased in percentage of miscues in the same
grammatical function category.
Subjects A (test group) and J (control group) increased in percentage of miscues with an indeterminate grammatical function.

All other

subjects decreased or remained the same in this category.
Subjects B, C, and E of the test group and Subject I of the control
group decreased in percentage of miscues with a different grannnatical
function from the expected response.

All other subjects increased in

production of miscues for this category.
Comparisons of group changes in pre- and post RMI scores for
grammatical function are as follows:
1.

The test group made a 9.2 percent increase in number of

miscues with the same grammatical function as the expected response; the
control group decreased 4.6 percent in this category.

2.

The test group made a 2.2 percent decrease in number.of miscues

with an indeterminate grammatical function; the control group made a 1.2
percent decrease in this category.

3.

The test group made a 7 percent decrease in the number of mis-

cues with a different grammatical function from the expected response;
the control group made a 5.8 percent increase in this category.
Corrected Miscues

5.

Is there a higher percentage of miscues produced by the test

group that are corrected than by the control group?
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The correction of miscues indicates that the reader was dissatisfied
with his original response, i.e., his initial guess was unconfirmed as
he progressed through the text.
Table IV-5 depicts the pre- and post

!!:!!. percentage

of miscues for

each subject that was corrected {Yes on the coding sheet), unsuccessfully
corrected (fartial on the coding sheet), and uncorrected (!!o on the
coding sheet) •
All subjects, for the most part, had a strong tendency not to
correct their miscues.
For all subjects except Subjects A and D of the test group, the
second highest percentage of miscues was corrected.

This indicates that

when correcti.on attempts were made, they were generally successful.
Use of the correction process increased from pre- to post RMI scores
for Subject A of the test group and Subjects G, H, and I of the control
group.

All other subjects decreased in percentage of miscues corrected.

Unsuccessful attempts at correction increased from pre- to post
RMI scores for Subjects C and E (test group) and Subjects H and J
(control group).

Subject I of the control group remained the same in

percentage of unsuccessful attempts to correct miscues.

All other

subjects decreased in unsuccessfully attempted corrections.
Uncorrected miscues increased from pre- to post RMI scores for three
members of the test group (Subjects A, B, and D) and one member of the
control group (Subject F).

Subject E (control group) retained the same

percentage of uncorrected miscues.
percentage of uncorrected miscues.

All other subjects decreased in

Table tV-5:. Corrections : Pre- and
Post·RMI.Percentages
'

Pre . .;.'BMI
Subject

correct

Test

A

18 (19)

Group

B

18 (16)

c

(Post RMI)
Unsticcessf ul

Uncorrect

19 (12)

63 (69)

(8)

73 (76)

38 (32)

11 (18)

51 (50)

D

12

(7).

18

(5)

70 (88)

E

17 (15)

5

(7)

78 (78)

Control

F

11

(7)

8

(5)

81 (88)

Group

G

12 (17)

2

{1)

86 (82)

H

8 (10)

0

(1)

92 (89)

l

10 (12)

8

(8)

82 (80)

J

15 (13)

4

(8)

81 (79)

9

» . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~
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Comparisons

o~

group changes in the use of the correction process

over the period of this study are as follows:
1.

The test group made a 2. 8 percent decrease in the number of

miscues corrected; the control gr'oup made a •6 percent increase in
corrected miscues.
2.

The test group made a 2.4 percent decrease in unsuccessful

attempts to corre.ct; the control group made a .2 percent increase in
unsuccessful correction attempts.
3.

The test group made a 5.2 percent increase in uncorrected

miscues; the control group made a .8 percent decrease in miscues that
were uncorrected.
A clearer picture of the effectiveness of the correction strateg:t.•s
utilized by the subjects of this study emerges when uncorrected miscues
are viewed in conjunction with meaning.

Since reading is defined in

this study as obtaining meaning from print, a proficient correction
strategy would be not to correct miscues when meaning is unchanged.
Table IV-6 depicts the pre- and post RMI percentage of uncorrected
miscues resulting in no meaning change for the ten subjects.
Tht:ee members of the test group {Subjects A, C, and D) increased··
the use of this proficient correction strategy.

Subjects E {test gto'G')

and I (control group) retained the same percentage in this category ftOIQ.
pre- to post RMI analysis.
Four menbers of the control group (Subjects F, G, H, and J)
decreased in percentage of uncorrected miscues which resulted in no
meaning ·change.
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Table IV-6:

Subject

Uncorrected Miscues Resulting in
No Meaning Change: Pre- and Post
RMI Percentages

Pre-RMI
No Correction
and
No Meaning Change

No

Post RMI
Correction

and
No Meaning Change

test

A

4

5

Group

B

8

3

c

9

18

D

4

9

E

7

7

Control

F

5

4

Group

G

12

2

H

19

4

I

4

4

J

5

l
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A comparison of pre- and post RMI scores indicates that the test
group increased 2 percent in the number of miscues resulting in no
meaning change.

The control group decreased 6 percent in this category.
Grammatical Acceptability

6.

Is there a higher percentage of grammatically acceptable struc-

tures produced by the test group than by the control group?
Miscues were further judged by how well they matched grammatically
the language context of what was read, i.e., how well they followed the
rules that govern English speech, such as word order.

A proficient

reader will produce sentences that sound like 1anguage and are thus
grammatically acceptable.
'
The RMI categorizes the grammatical acceptability of miscues
as

consisting of either (1) total grammatical acceptability (the sentence
in which the miscue occurred is grammatically acceptable and acceptable
in relation to prior and subsequent sentences), (2) partial grammatical
acceptability (the sentence is grammatically acceptable but not accept-

able to prior and subsequent sentences, or the miscue is only grammatically acceptable in the sentence portion that comes before or after it),

or (3) no grammatical acceptability (the sentence in which the miscue
occurred is not grammatically acceptable).

Table IV-7 depicts the pre- and post RMI percentages of miscues
that were totally, partially, or not grammatically acceptable for the
ten subjects.
All the members of the test group increased in percentage of totally
gratnmatical structures.

Two members of the control group (Subjects H
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Table IV-7:

Grammatical Acceptability:
and Post RMI Percentages

Pre - ru-a

Subject

Yes/Total
Gram.Accep.

Pre-

(Post RMI)

Partial
Gram. Accep.

No

Gram. Accep.

Test

A

30 (54)

60 (46)

10

(O)

Group

B

37 (68)

54 (32)

9

(0)

c

49 (61)

40 (39)

11

(0)

D

33 (54)

62 (46)

5

(0)

E

56 (84)

39 (16)

5

(0)

Control

F

29 (25)

68 (72)

3

(3)

Group

G

58 (58)

42 (42)

0

(0)

H

65 (71)

35 (28)

0

(1)

I

54 (72)

46 (28)

0

(0)

J

59 (51)

40 (49)

1

(0)
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and I) also increased in this category.

Subject G (control group)

produced the same percentage of grammatically acceptable

structures

over the period of this study.
The five members of the test group decreased in production of
partially acceptable structures over the period of· this study.

Subjects

H and I of the control group also decreased in percentage of partially

acceptable structures produced.

Subjects F and J (control group)

increased in this category.

All subjects in the test group decreased in percentage of miscues
resulting in no grammatical acceptability from pre- to post RMI scores,
as rio ungrammatical structures were produced by this group on the post
~analysis.

Subject H of the control group increased in percentage of grammatically unacceptable structures produced over the period of this study.
Subject J decreased and the remaining three control group members
retained the same percentage of grammatically unacceptable structures.
A comparison of overall group performances for grammatical acceptability indicates the following:
1.

The test group increased 23.2 percent in the production of

grammatically acceptable structures; the control group increased 2.4
percent in this category.
2.

The test group decreased 15 .2 percent in the production of

partially grammatically acceptable structures; the control group decreased
2.4 percent in this category.
3.

The test group decreased 8 percent in the production of

unacceptable grammatical structures; the control group remained the same
at .8 percent in this category.
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Semantic AcceptabilitI

1.

Is there a higher percentage of semantically acceptable

structures produced by the test group than by the control group?
The semantic acceptability category of the RMI involves measuring
the reader•s ability to produce understandable language structures.

To

the extent that the reader can produce structures that make sense in
light of the meaning of the sentence and the total story, miscues are
considered semantically acceptable.
The RMI analyzes miscues according to total, partial, and no
semantic acceptability categories.

Table IV-8 depicts the pre- and

post RMI percentages which fall into each category for the ten subjects.
All of the subjects of the test group indicated gains in percentage
of semantically acceptable miscues from pre- to post RMI scores.

Subjects

G, H, and J of the control group also showed gains in producing semantically acceptable structures.
Two members of the test group (Subject A and B) and three members
of the control group (Subjects F, I, and J) increased in production of
partially acceptable structures over the period of this study.
Subject C {test group) and Subjects E, G. and H (control group)
decreased in percentage of partially acceptable semantic structures from
pre- to post RMI .scores.
All the members of the test group decreased percentages in the no
semantie acceptability category, as no unsemantic structures were
produced by this group on the post RMI analysis.
Three members of the control group (Subjects H, I, and J) also
decreased in percentage of miscues that resulted in unacceptable
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Table IV-8:

Semantic Acceptability: Preand Post RMI Percentages

Pre - RMI

Subject

Yes/Total
Sem.Accep.

(Post RMI)
Partial

Sem.Accep.

No

Sem. Accep.

Test

A

14 (31)

63 (69)

23

(O)

Group

B

19 (29)

55 (71)

26

(O)

c

26 (53)

55 (47)

19

(0)

D

11 (30)

70 (70)

19

(O)

E

15 (60)

52 (40)

33

(O)

Control

F

19

(6)

70 (79)

11 (15)

Group

G

37 (45)

61 {52)

2

(3)

R

32 (49)

63 (50)

5

(1)

I

25 (23)

63 (71)

12

(6).

J

30 (35)

56 (63)

14

(2)
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semantic structures over the period of this study.
Comparisons of pre- and post RMI group changes for the category of
semantic acceptability are as follows:

1.

The test group increased 23.6 percent in the number of miscues

that produced semantically acceptable structures; the control group
increased 3 percent in this category
The test group increased .4 percent in the production of

2.

partially acceptable semantic structures; the control group increased .4
percent in this category.
The test group decreased 24 percent in the production of

3.

unacceptable semantic structures; the control group decreased 3.4
percent in this category.
Meaning Change
8.

Do a higher percentage of miscues produced by the test group

result in no meaning change as compared with the control group?
The meaning change category of the RMI deals with how much the

author's message is altered by the reader's miscues.

This category is

analyzed according to whether no meaning change, partial meaning change,
or extensive meaning change has occurred as a result of the miscue.
Table IV-9 displays the pre- and post RMI percentages of the ten
subjects of this study for these three categories.

Two members of the test group (Subjects C and D) increased in
percentage of miscues resulting in no meaning change.

All the members

of the control group showed a loss in this category over the period of
the study.
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Table IV-9:

Meaning Change: Pre- and
Post .fil!I Percentages

Pre - RMI

Subject

No Meaning

(Post RMI)

Change

Partial
Change

Yes/Meaning

Change

Test

A

5

(5)

30 (37)

65 (58)

Group

B

8

(3)

23 (29)

69 (68)

c

13 (34)

30 (16)

57 (50)

D

6 (12)

41 (32)

53 (56)

E

8

(7)

27 (56)

65 (37)

Control

F

7

(4)

32 (26)

61 (70)

Group

G

12

(8)

39 (38)

49 (54}

H

19

(4)

29 (39)

52 (5 7)

I

6

(4)

33 (34)

61 (62)

J

5

(1)

37 (28)

58 (71)
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Subjects A, B, and E of .the test group and Subjects H and I of the

control group increased in percentage of miscues involving partial meaning change from pre- to post RMI scores.

All other subjects decreased

in percentage of partial meaning change miscues.
Except for Subject D who showed a slight gain, all the members of
the test group decreased in percentage of miscues that resulted in a
change of meaning.

All the members of the control group increased in

production of miscues that produced a meaning change.
Comparisons of pre- and post RMI scores for meaning change indicate
the following:
1.

The test group increased 4 .2 percent in the number of miscues

resulting in no meaning change; the control group decreased 5.6 percent
in this category.
2.

The test group increased 3.8 percent in the number of miscues

resulting in partial meaning change; the control group decreased 1
percent in this category.
3.

The test group decreased 8 percent in the number of miscues

resulting in a change of meaning; the control group increased 6.6
percent in this category.
Comprehension
9.

Do the patterns of comprehension produced by the test group

consist of a higher percentage of no loss of comprehension patterns
than those of the control group?
Patterns of comprehension are determined by interrelating the
categories of correction, semantic acceptability, and meaning change.
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The resulting patterns indicate the

degre~

to which miscues have

produced no loss, partial loss, or loss of comprehension.
Table IV-10 indicates the pre- and post RMI percentages of the ten
subjects on these three categories of comprehension.
Subjects A, C, and D of the test group and Subject I of the control
group showed a gain in no loss of comprehension over the period of this
study.

All other subjects decreased in percentage of miscues resulting

in no loss of comprehension.

With the exception of Subject D, all the members of the test group
increased in the partial loss of comprehension category from pre- to
post RMI scores.
~)

Three members of the control group (Subjects G, H and

also increased in this category.
With the exception of Subject B, all the members of the test group

decreased in percentage of miscues resulting in loss of comprehension
over the period of this study.

Subjects F and I (control group)

increased in percentage of miscues resulting in loss of comprehension.
Comparisons of group changes in comprehension over the period of
this study are as follows:

l.

The test group decreased 1.2 percent in the no loss of compre-

hension category; the control group decreased 4.2 percent in this
category.
2.

The test group increased 12 .6 percent in the partial loss of

comprehension category; the control group increased 1.8 percent in this
category.
3.

The test group decreased 11.4 percent in the loss of compre-

hension category; the control group increased 2.4 percent in loss of
comprehension.
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Table IV-10:

Pre

Comprehension:· Pre- and

Post !!!!_ Percentages

RMI

(Post too:)

Subject

No Loss
of
Comp.

Partial Loss
of
Comp.

Test

A

22 .(24)

25 (37)

53 (39)

Group

B

25 (19)

21 (27)

54 (54)

c

47 (SO)

30 (40)

23 (10)

D

16 (18)

40 (39)

44 (43)

E '

24 (17)

24 (60)

52 (23)

Cantrol

F

16 (10)

32 (25)

52 (65)

Group

G

23 (22)

38 (42)

39 (36)

H

27 (13)

29 (48)

44 (39}

I

10 (16)

50 (37)

40 (47)

J

20 (14)

34 (40)

46 (46)

Loss

of
Comp.
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Grammatical Relationships
10.

Do a higher percentage of the patterns of grammatical rela-

tionships produced by the test group indicate a strength in this area

as compared with the control group?
By interrelating the categories of correction, grammatical acceptability, and semantic acceptability, patterns of grammatical relationships may be analyzed.

The grammatical relationships category of the

RMI offers insight into the reader's concern that his oral reading
sound like language.

The RMI analyzes grammatical relationships

according to the following categories:

strengtht partial strength,

weakness, and overcorrection.
Table IV-11 indicates the pre- and post RMI percentages of the
ten subjects in the area of grammatical relationships.
The five members of the test group exhibited gains in the strength
category of grammatical relationships, as did Subjects G, H and I of
the control group.
In the partial strength category, three members of the test group
(Subjects A, B. and D) and two members of the control group (Subjects

F and I) increased over the period of the study.

The remainder of

the subjects decreased in this category.
All the members of the test group decreased in the weakness category from pre- to post RMI scores, as did Subjects G, H, and I of the

control group.

Subjects F and J (control group) increased in percent-

age of miscues resulting in a weakness in grammatical relationships.
The five members of the test group increased in percentage of
overcorrected miscues over the period of this study.

With the exception
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Table IV-11:

Grammatical Relationships:
and Post fil!!. Percentages

Pre - RMI

Subject

(Post RMI)

Partial

Strength
in

Weakness
in
Gram.Rel.

Strength

in

Gram.Rel.

Pre-

Gram.Rel.

Over
Correction

Test

A

27 (42)

14 (16)

56 (37)

3

(5)

Group

B

28 (34)

15 (38)

53 (22)

4

(6)

c

55 (66)

21

(5)

19 (13)

5 (16)

D

19 (32)

19 (22)

60 (43)

2

(3)

E

37 (66)

35 (16)

26

(12)

2

(6)

Control

F

25 (13)

9 (19)

62 (68)

4

(0)

Group

G

41 (51)

17 (10)

38 (34)

4

(5)

H

40 (55)

33 (17)

27 (25)

0

(3)

I

27 (28)

29 (43)

42 (24)

2

(5)

J

42 (39)

24 (15)

33 (42)

1

(4)

-- .

---~·

.. - -

-

~

- -----------
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of Subject F, the members of the control group also increased in
percentage

of overcorrections made.

Comparisons of group changes indicate the following shifts in
grammatical relat.ionships:
1.

The test group increased 14.8 percent in. the strength category;

the control group increased 2. 2 percent in this category.
2.

The test group decreased 1.4. percent in the partial strength

category; the control group decreased 1.6 percent in this category.
3.

The test group decreased 17 .4 percent in the weakness category;

the control group decreased 1.8 percent in this category.
4.

The test group increased 4 percent in the overcorrection

category; the control group increased 1. 2 percent in this category.
Retelling Scores
11.

Are a higher numl;>er of retelling points attributable to the

test group as compared with the control group in character analysis?
Are a higher number of retelling points attributable to the test group
as compared with the control group in content analysis?

--

Retelling scores
are one means employed by, the RMI ·to measure
.
comprehension.

Readers may .be assigned a total of 100 points (30 poiata

for character analysis and 70 points for content analysis) for informa"".
tion included in their retellings of the material re.ad and given as
~rs

to the interviewer's questions.

-

Table IV-12 depicts the pre- and post RMI re-eelling scores of the
.

. ten subjects.
With the exception of Subject B, the members of.the test group
showed a. gain in points assigned to character a:aalysis.

Subject B of
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Table IV-12:

Retelling Scores:

Post RMI

Pre - RMI

Subject

Character
Analysis

Pre- and

(Post RMI)

Analisis

Content

Total
Score

Test

A

. 13 (16)

32 (47)

45 (63)

Group

B

24 (24)

38 (50)

62 (74)

c

22 (28)

54 (52)

76 (80)

D

19 (24)

46 (48)

65 (72)

E

18 (19)

24 (37)

42 (56)

Control

F

16

(9)

38 (16)

54 (25)

Group

G

19 (17)

. 38 (39)

57 (56)

H

22 (24)

49 (48)

71 {72)

I

22 (17)

45 (36)

. 67 (53)

J

22 (20)

29 (32}

51 (52)
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the control group also showed a gain in the#character analysis portion
of his retelling.
With the exception of Subject C, the members of the test group
increased in content analysis scores over the period of this

study~

Subject G (control group) also showed an increase in his content
analysis score.
All the members of the test group showed a gain in total retelling
scores as did Subjects H and J of the control group over the period of
this study.

Subjects F, G, and I (control group) showed a loss in

total score points from pre- to

post~

retellings.

Comparisons of pre- and post RMI retelling scores indicate the
following:
1.

The test group increased 3 percent in character analysis; the

control group decreased 2.8 percent.
2.

The test group increased 8 percent in content analysis; the

control group decreased 5.6 percent.
. 3.

The test group increased 11 percent in total retelling scores;

the control group decreased 8.4 percent.
Repeated Miscues
12.

Is there a change in the types of repeated miscues generated.

by the test and control groups over the period of this study.?
When a reader miscues words that occur repeatedly in a text, the
strategies he is utilizing to make sense out of what is read can be
·observed. For example, habitual associations, where one word consistently causes the reader to use another

word~

may occur.

Observing
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repeated miscues aids in further interpretation of the subject's
reading process and provides clues to strategies for improvement.
Recurring miscues are listed on the RMI profile sheet.

A study of

these lists indicated that the types of repeated miscues generated by
the ten subjects were predominantly:

(1) substitutions and deletions

of foreign names or words (Seven for Sven), (2) deletions, insertions>
and substitutions of function words (the for a), {3) habitual associations of graphically similar words {though for through) and (4)
substitutions for verbs and nouns (wanted for looked, parakeet for
lorikeet).
Quantity is not a significant factor in measuring change in repeated
miscues, as such a count is directly affected by the number of occurrences of the expected response in the material read.

The types of

repeated miscues generated by the subjects did not alter over the period
of this study.

Examples of repeated miscues continued from pre- to post

testing to be those such as Seven for Sven, Pablum for Pablo, though
for through, parakeet for lorikeet, and admitted for aimed.
The Effects of Using Initial, Mid, Final

and Total Miscues

~

the Basis for RMI Profiles

How do percentages of miscues taken from initial, mid, and final
portions of texts and total codable miscues compare on the following

items:

graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical function,

grammatical relationships, and comprehension?
Coding sheets of subjects who produced more than 90 miscues were
divided into initial, mid, and final 50 miscues, and finally the total
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number of codable miscues for analysis.

The pre- and post RMI coding

sheets of ei_ght subjects fit this description with a range of 91-208
miscues generated.
The hypothesis of equal means (no difference in the categories:
· initial, mid, final, and total miscues) was tested at the .OS level of
significance by an analysis .of variance.

An example of the computations

used for these statistical analyses is given in Appendix F.

There was

no significant ( « • .OS) difference among the initial, mid, final, and
total miscues in the categories of graphic similarity, sound similarity,
grammatical function, grammatical relationships, and comprehension.

Summary
The analysis of the miscue phenomena of the ten subjects of this
study has produced the following results.

The first statement below is

concerned with miscue quantity while the other statements deal with the
questions of the study concerning quality of miscues.

1.

The test and control groups both decreased in miscues per

hundred words (MPHW) , with the test group producing the greatest reduction of MPHW.
2.

Dialect played little to no part in the miscues generated by

the subjects.. Miscues involving dialect variation were syntactic in
nature.
3.

Both the test and the control group increased slightly'in

percentage of miscues involving changes in intonation over the period
of the study' with the' control group producing a slightly higher
percentage.
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4.

All subjects used graphic and phonemic cues to varying degrees.

, Although both groups showed gains in graphic and phonemic proximity, the
test group produced a higher percentage of miscues in both categories.

5.

The test group showed a gain in substituting miscues of the

same grammatical function, while the control group decreased in percentage of substitution miscues with the same grallllllatical function as the
expected response over the period of the study.
6.

The test group decreased and the control group increased

slightly in percentage of corrected miscues over the period of the
study.
7.

The test group increased, while the control group decreased,

in percentage of uncorrected miscues resulting in no meaning change.
8.

Although both groups increased in the ability to produce

grammatically and semantically acceptable structures, the test group
produced much higher percentages of acceptable structures from pre- to
post scores.
9.

The test group increased in percentage of miscues that produced

no meaning change over the period of this study, while the control group
decreased in percentage of miscues producing no meaning change.

Further,

the test group decreased in percentage of miscues that resulted in
changes of meaning, while the control group increased in percentage of
miscues in this category.
10.

Although both groups decreased in patterns of miscues that

produced no loss of comprehension, the test group decreased and the
control group increased in percentage of miscues that resulted in loss
of comprehension.
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ll.

Both groups showed gains in producing patterns of grammatical

relationships that indicated a strength, with the test group producing

a greater percentage of miscues in the strength category.

12.

The test group produced more successful story retellings in

both character and content analyses than the control group following the

period of this study.
13.

The types of repeated miscues generated by the subjects did

not change over the period of this study.
14.

A comparison of initial 50, mid 50, final 50 miscues, and all

codable miscues as the basis for establishing the RMI reader profile
indicated no significant difference in the scores obtained by each of
these groupings in the categories of graphic similarity, sound similarity,
grammatical function, grammatical relationships, and comprehension.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The major purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness
of using reading strategy lessons as indicated by RMI profiles of below

average readers to increase reading proficiency.

Oral reading miscues

of ten below average fifth grade readers were analyzed prior to and
following (a) a three month program of reading strategy lessons for the
five members of the test group and (b) continuation in the regular reading instruction offered by the school for the five members of the control
group over the same period of time.
Miscues were coded according to the categories of the Reading
Miscue Inventory (RMI), written by Y.

Goodman

and Burke (1972).

By

analyzing pre- and post RMI scores. the differences in reading performance of the test and control groups were compared.

In this manner the

effectiveness of the reading strategy lessons used with the test group
was determined.

This study has sought answers to questions concerned with the
quantity and quality of miscues produced by the test and control groups.
The first question of the study examined the quantitative differences in
the miscues produced by the test group as compared to the control group
following the period of this study.
Additional questions on which this study focused investigated
facets of miscue quality.

These questions sought to determine the

effectiveness of the reading strategy lessons used with the test group
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by comparing the pre- and post

~

scores of this group with those of

the control group according to the following components of the RMI:
dialect and intonation, graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical
function, correction, grammatical acceptability, semantic acceptability,
meaning change, comprehension, grammatical relationships, retelling
scores, and repeated miscues.

Also, in order to examine and possibly

facilitate future classroom teacher and research use of the RMI, a
preliminary investigation sought to determine the effects of using
:initial, mid, final, or total miscues as the most informative basis for
RMI profiles.
The review of literature related to major influences in reading
pedagogy and research provided support for the alternative description
and understanding of language and reading processes offered by psycholinguists which was the theoretical basis for the present study.

Research

in miscue analysis, a recent product of psycholinguistic investigations
to describe the reading

process~

suggested to date at least the following

tenets related to reading instruction:

(a) emphasis on reading instruc-

tion should.be based on comprehension; (b) language and thought interact
in the reading process and thus reading is not an exact letter-by-letter

or word-by-word decoding system; and (c) the below average reader should
be viewed as a competent language user and an active participant in
learning to read rather than a passive recipient of arbitrary rules.
Ten below average readers were chosen by the regular classroom
teacher to participate in this study of the effectiveness of reading
strategy lessons as com.pared to the regular classroom instruction offered
by the school.

Five of the subjects were involved in a program of

reading strategy lessons whtl• the five Mmbers of the control group
received the instruction generally administered by the school over the
three month period of the stu,. . the effectiveness o.f the reading
strategy lessons program used with the test group was determined by
comparing pre-. and post Reading Miscue Inventory percentages of the
test and

cont~ol

groups according to the components of

the~·

Findings and Conclusions
I..

Is there a quantitative.difference in the miscues produced by

the tes.t group as compared with the control group after the three month
period of the·study as demonstrated by the pre- and
the two groups?

post~

scores of

Miscues per hundred words (MPRW), the quantitative

measure·used in this study, decreased with both groups, but more with
the test group.
with the test

It is cOQ.cluded that the reading strategy lessons us~cf

grou~re

than the instruction

II.

successful in reducing MPBW and more

e~loyed with the control group.

Is there an observable difference between the quality of

miscues produced by the test group and the control group on the
ing components of the
1.

!!!l after

the three month period of this study?

Is dialect and intonation an important factor in this study?

Dialect and intonational miscues produced by both groups proved to be
·uJrl,mportant to the study.

The

researcher's ti;-aining and understanding

of recent observations of language and dialect phenomena suggest these
results to be due to the.fact.that this group was homogeneous itl. terms

of

lo~al

speech patterns.

Intonation, being largely a pal'.t of di-1ect

in .the sense that it relates to the prosodic. patterns
'

WU

~o.therefore

,

not important.

of a given spee:C:n
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2.

Is there a higher degree of graphic similarity between the

expected and observed responses for the test group as compared with the
Both the test and control groups showed gains in graphic

control group?
similarity.
category.

However, the test group produced a greater increase in this
It is concluded that since no instruciton was offered the

test group in graphic similarity, readers become more proficient in this
category simply by manipulating printed language without instruction or
direction.

3.

Is there a higher degree of sound similarity between the

expected and observed responses of the test group as compared with the
Both the test and control groups increased in percentage

control group?

of high degrees of sound similarity, with the test group showing the
higher gain.

As

with graphic similarity, it is concluded that readers

become more proficient in their use of sound cues by simply manipulating
printed and spoken language without instruction or direction.

4.

Is there a higher percentage of miscues in the test group that

retain the same grammatical function of the expected response than in
the control group?

The test group increased while the control group

decreased in percentage of miscues retaining the same grannnatical function as the expected responses.

It is concluded that such aspects of

reading strategy lessons as urging the reader to use his intuitive
knowledge of language to predict syntactical structures produced this
result.
5.

Is there a higher percentage of miscues produced by the test

group that are corrected than by the control group?

The test group

decreased and the control group increased slightly in percentage of
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corrected miscues over the period of this study.

It was felt by the

researcher that merely noting the percentage of miscues corrected by
each group was not an effective means of assessing the use of correction
strategies.

A clearer picture of effectiveness emerges when uncorrected

miscues are viewed in conjunction with meaning change.

The test group

increased and the control group decreased in percentage of uncorrected
miscues resulting in no meaning change.

It is concluded that the test

group became more effective in using correction strategies through the
emphasis placed on meaning by the reading strategy lessons used with
this group.

That is, if what was read made sense, they were urged to

continue reading rather than stop to correct miscues which left meaning
unimpaired.
6.

Is there a higher percentage of grammatically acceptable

structures produced by the test group than by the control group?

The

test group produced much higher percentages of grammatically acceptable
structures than the control group following the instructional period of
this study.

It is concluded that reading strategy lessons which

encourage the reader's use of his intuitive knowledge of language
structure to predict grammatical structures, produced this result.
7.

Is there a higher percentage of semantically acceptable

structures produced by the test group than by the control group?

The

test group produced much higher percentages of semantically acceptable
structures than the control group over the period of this study.

It

is concluded that reading strategy lessons, which encourage the reader
to produce structures that make sense according to his intuitive know~

ledge of language and meaning, produced this result.
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8.

Do a higher percatqa of mistun produced by the test ·group

resul.t in no meaning change as compared with the control group 'l

The

test group increased in percentage of miscues resulting in no meaning
change, while the control group decreased in this category.

It is

concluded that reading strategy lessons, which emphasize reading for
meaning, produced this result.
9.

Do the patterns of comprehension produced by the test group

consist of a higher percentage .of no loss of comprehension patterns than
those of the control group?. Both groups decreased in percentage of no
loss of comprehension patterns of
less of a loss.

miscues~

with the test group showing

However, the test group decreased in the loss of

comprehension pattern and the control group increased in this category.
It is concluded that these patterns of change over the period of this
study indicate that the test group was more successfully using comprehending strategies than the control group by the end.of the study.
10.

Do a higher percentage of the patterns of grammatical relation-

ships produced by the test group indicate a strength in this area as
compared with the control group? The test group produced a greater·
percentage of miscues which indicated a strength in grammatical relation.ships than the control group.

It is concluded that reading st:rate31.

lessons, which optimize the reader's use of his intuitive knowledge
language structure, produced this result.
11.

Are a higher number of points attributable to ·the test group

as compared to.the control group in character analysis? Are a higher
number of retelling points attributable to the test group as compared ·
with the control group in content analysis?

For the test group,Jgains
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were made in all categories

of, the

retelling score, while the control

group showed losses in these areas.

It is concluded that reading strategy

lessons, which frequently remind the reader that obtaining meaning from
the printed message is the purpose of reading, produced this result.
12..

Is there a change in the types of repeated miscues generated

by the test and control groups over the period of this study?

The types

of repeated miscues produced by both groups remained unchanged over the
period of this study.

It is concluded that reading strategy lessons

based on the repeated miscues of the test group may not have been used
for a length of time sufficient enough to affect a change.
A study of the effects of tising initial, mid, final, and total
miscues as the basis for RMI profiles sought to answer the question:
Bow do percentages of miscues taken from initial, mid, and final portionS
of texts and total codable miscues compare on the following
items:
.
.

graphic similarity, sotmd similarity, grammatical function, grammatic.al
relationships, and comprehension?

The investigation of the effects of

using initial, mid, final, and total codable mis.cues as the basis for
BMI reader profiles indicated no significant difference. in the scores
obtained by each of these groupings.

Although this area needs to be

further studied, it is concluded that this information may have importait
ramifications for future use of the RMI as a research instrument and
classroom diagnosis.

.fo~

For example, using miscues produced by· a reader.

from any portion of a text. may simplify the coding process.
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Discussion
The findings of this study further support Watson's (1973)
suggestion that reading strategy lessons may improve reading proficiency.
Based on the theoretical assumption that children are active contributors
in learning language and literacy, reading strategy lessons appear to be
a natural and effective way of aiding and improving reading ability.

Further> the results of this study support the findings of previous
research studies in miscue phenomena.
Miscues per hundred words decreased in. this study as reading proficiency (qualitatively better miscues) increased.

This corresponds with

Goodman's (1971) hypothesis that average readers tend to make fewer MPHW
than slow readers.

Watson (1973) suggested that perhaps by telling the

readers involved in her study not to worry about their miscues, they
became more relaxed and consequently produced fewer MPHW.

Similarly, .

stress on viewing reading not as an exact word identification process
but as a process for obtaining meaning from print may have produced the
greater decline in MPHW for the test group. as compared to the control

group, in this study.
Observance of substitution miscues produced by the readers of this
study also supported Goodman's (1971) hypothesis that average readers'
miscues are more similar graphically and phonemically to expected
responses than slow (below average) readers.

The miscues of the ten

subjects of this study possessed high graphemic and phonemic similarity
to expected responses.

The test group, however, indicated more growth

in grasping sound-letter correspondences over the period of this study.
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The important and interesting point is that

no

instruction in sound-letter

correspondences was offered the test group while phoneme-grapheme relationships were an integral part of the control groups' program.
Substitution miscues produced by the subjects of this study
generally tended to retain the same grammatical function as expected
responses.
results.

Watson's (1973) work with fifth graders produced similar
Over the period of this study, the test group improved in

their ability to retain the same grammatical function of the expected
response~

while the control showed a loss in this ability.

The gain of

the test group may be explained by the emphasis placed on this group to
utilize their intuitive knowledge of language to predict syntactic
structures, a major premise of reading strategy lessons.
Similarly, emphasis on using their intuitive knowledge of language

may explain the greater number of grammatically and semantically acceptable miscues and resulting strengths in grammatical relationships produced by the test group than produced by the control group.

By using

strategy lessons with the test group which urge the reader to anticipate
grammatical structures and make sense out of what is read, reading
proficiency was increased.

That is, according to Goodman (1971), average

readers produce a greater number of grammatically and semantically
acceptable structures than slow readers.
The test group increased in number of miscues resulting in no loss
of comprehension over the period of this study, while the control group
decreased in this category.

This trend by the test group of gaining

more meaning from the material read is also evident in their story
retellings, which increased in content (quality and quantity) while
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those of the control group deereased.

Just as Group c of Watson's

(1973) study increased their ability to comprehend stories following
work in reading strategy lessons. so did the test group of the present
study.

When reading ·is defined in terms of comprehension, the increases

made by readers.in these areas became important measures of gains in
reading ability.
Correction strategies used by the test group became more effective
over the period of this study than those strategies used by the control
group.

The test group became more aware that

~aning

was the.mast

important aspect of reading.· Consequently, the test group left miscues
uncorrected when meaning was unimpaired.
Repeated miscues generated by both groups remained unchanged over
the period of this study.

Although reading strategy lessons were used

with the test group for such repeated miscues as ha,bitual associations
(e.g., repeatedly substituting through fdt though). repeated.miscues
· were unchanged over the instructional period.

A possible explanation

for this lack of improvement is that reading strategy lessons may not
'

have been used for a length of time sufficient enough to affect a
change.

It was noted by the researcher, however, that repeated miscues

were often corrected during story retellings.

For example, a reader who

read about "Puta Rice-cans" talked about Puerto Ricans in his retelling •.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the reader was relying too heavily on sound/ graphic cues while reading orally, as the
repeated miscue obviously did.not impair his comprehension of the story.
The preliminary study of the effects of using initial, mid, and
final miscues, and total codable miscues as the basis for RMI reader
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profiles indicated no significant difference· in the scores obtained by
each of these groupings.
for classroom use of the
process.
t~me

Th1.s finding may have particular ramifications

.!!!.•

That is, analyZ,ing miscues is a lengthy

.By using a random but sufficient number of miscues for analysis,

can be saved.

Thus, the RMI. may more likely be ·used by the class-

room teacher·.
Observations and Implications
Based on the findings of the present study_ and supported by otbe
miscue research, the following observations and resultant impl.i,cations·!,i,
for educational

pra~~ces
',":«~:::~

and future research are made.

Educational Practices
The following observations_ and iqllications
in the areas of reading instruction, testing situations., and
•

test scores are

suggest~d

;

f'

by this study.

leading Instruction. -The first observation that can be made concerns how language processes are learned· and how reading is currently
taught.

When a child leams to. speak, he is confronted with the tot.al

complexities of his language.

When a child is taught to read he is

often confronted to a lesser or.greater degree with isolated letters,
words, and phrases instead of being confronted as. the psycholinguist

-

.

suggests with the total process.
'

-

The results of the present· study and

Watson's (1973) study indicate that readers need to be immersed
reading

mat~_rial

to form

t~eir

in

own strategies, supplemented with lesso•s

that enhance their intuitive knowledge of language and their ability. to
comprehend the intent of 'the author.
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The above observations and further observations concerning reading
instruction may be summarized as follows:
L

The teaching of reading- must be based on meaning.

2.

Reading should start with and build upon the language intuitions,

interests and experiences of the learner.
3.

Words should never be introduced without grammatical and

semantic constraints. 4.

Children should be presented with a variety of materials in

support of personal interests and interspersed with different reading
purposes.
5.

Children need to,be immersed in print to allow formation of

their own strategies for reading, rather than taught arbitrary rules
particular to a teacher or series which may mislead him or make him too
dependent on the teacher or text.
Testing Situations.

The retelling scores of the test group showed

major gains over the period of this study, while those of the control
group showed losses.

Much credit for these gains must be attributed to

the apparently heavier focus on meaning presented to the test group.
Perhaps these gains may have been affected by the less formal situation
and the fact that the members of the test group knew the researcher and
were therefore more relaxed in her presence.

Yet it is difficult to

' assume all. important differences to be related to the teacher only.
This phenomena, however, may have at. least implications for testing
situations in the school.

By giving standardized tests to smaller more

relaxed groups, test scores may increase.

This recommendation is not

made because of any strong faith in standardized tests on the part of
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the researcher, but because of the political implications of test scores
for funding and school rankings.

Also, if the tests are supposed to

measure ability, making the testing situation more like a normal reading
situation - that is, relatively relaxed

~

will enhance the chances of

more accurately measuring a learner's true ability.
Reading Stratesx: Lessons and Standardized Test Scores.

One strong

argument employed for maintaining traditional reading programs is that
standardized test scores may go down if isolated letters, words, and
phrases are not taught.
that this is the case.

The results of this study show no indication
A

comparison of the SRA Reading Achievement Test

scores of the subjects prior to (October, 1973) and following (May, 1974)
the period of this study indicates that a more natural approach to
reading instruction, such as reading strategy lessons, does not have an
adverse effect on these scores.

According to the national percentile

scores of the two groups (see Appendix G), the test group increased 24.6
points and the control group increased 16.2 points.

In fact, such an

approach to reading may improve test scores, the premise being that
better readers can better understand the directions and intent of the

test and that good readers are aware of the more isolated skills as a
result of their proficiency.
Implications for Further Research
This study has suggested areas where further research w·ould be
beneficial.

1.

Although the present study supports Watson's (1973) initial

findings concerning the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons, the
r.esearcher feels that reading strategy lessons should be tested on a
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larger scale.

One possible means for carrying out such a study would

be through the in-service training of teachers in miscue analysis and
the lessons suggested by such analysis.

Possibly an entire grade level

or school should serve as a test group.
2.

This study included a preliminary study of the effects of using

initial, mid, and final
for RMI reader profiles.

miscues~

and total codable miscues as the basis

Further research is indicated to test the

conclusion of this study that there is no significant difference in the
scores obtained by these groupirngs.

Such findings should provide further

information on the use of the RMI as a classroom and research instrument.
3.

This study also included the suggestion that a natural language

program for reading instruction, such as reading strategy lessons, does
not appear to adversely affect standardized test scores.

This observa-

tion needs to be further tested.
4.

The effectiveness of the retelling score as a measure of

comprehension needs to be studied.

The subjective limitations of this

area of the RMI (e.g., getting the reader to tell all he knows, the
effects of rater expectations and

biases~

and the ramifications of

incorrect information included in retellings) need to be further
established.
5.

Finally, the entire field of psycholinguistics which serves

as the basis for the RMI and corresponding strategies/materials for

reading should be researched as to teacher effectiveness in terms of
those so trained versus those more traditionally trained.
This study not only has been a rewarding personal and professional
experience for the researcher, but it has supported a newer theoretical
and practical approach to reading instruction.
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SPACE PET
2501

As far as I know there has

2502

never been a rule against pets in

2503

a space station.

2504

never had any pets until Sven

2505

Olsen decided he wanted one.

2506

None of us ever figured out why

2507

he chose the pet he did.

2508

We bad just

I first saw Claribel when I was

2509

working in my office.

2510

musical whistle near my ear and

2511

thought it had come over the

2512

radio.

2513

follow.

2514

lovely song.

2515

my first view of Claribel.

2516

I heard a

I waited for the news to
Instead, there was a
I looked up and had

She was a small yellow canary,
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2517

hanging very still in the air.

2518

wings were folded quietly at her

2519

sides.

2520

because nothing has any weight

2521

in space.

2522

from the surprise of seeing a ca-

2523

nary in our space station, she did

2601

a kind of backward loop.

2602

earthbound canary could have

2603

done it.

2604

Her

She could stay that way

Before I recovered

No

In no time at all, Sven's pet

2605

was everybody's pet.

2606

little trouble hiding her when im-

2607

portant guests came to visit the

2608

space station.

2609

sure if

2610

having her there.

We had a

We couldn't be

we were breaking any

rule

But we· liked
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2611

her too much to take a chance on

2612

losing her.

2613

Claribel always got noisy when

2614

we hid her.

2615

to think fast to explain the peeps

2616

and whistles that came from the

2617

oddest places.

2618

narrow escapes , but then who

2619

would ever dream of looking for

2620

a canary in a space station?

2621

Sometimes we had

There were a few

All of us at the station were on

2622

duty for twelve hours at a time.

2623

This was not as hard as it

2624

sounds, since you need little sleep

2625

in space.

2626

11

2627·

always floating in sunlight.

Of course there is no

day 11 and "night" when you are
But
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2628

we found it easier to think of

2629

time as being divided into day

2630

and night.

2701

One "morning"

when I woke

2702

up, 1 could scarcely drag myself

2703

out of bed.

2704

awake when I joined the other

2705

men at breakfast.

2706

seemed unusually sleepy, too

2707

Then I saw that one seat at the

2708

table was empty.

I was still only half

I noticed they

2709

"Where's Sven?"

2710

"He's looking for Claribel,"

2711

someone answered.

2712

find her.

2713

him up."

I asked.

"He can't.

She usually wakes

lu6

Just then Sven appeared at the

2714

In his hand lay a tiny

2715

door.

2716

bunch of yellow feathers. with

2717

claws sticking up in the air.

2718

11

2719

"I don't know," said Sven sad-

2720

ly.

0

What happened?" we asked.

I just found her like this. 0

°Let' s have a look at her, n

2 721

2722

said Jock Duncan, our cook and

2723

doctor.

2724

while he held Claribel against his

2725

ear, trying to hear a heartbeat.

2726
2727

We waited in silence

Presently he shook his head.
"l can't hear her heart.

But

that does not prove she's

2728

2729

dead.

2730

some oxygen. 11

Let's try giving Claribel
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Claribel was .put into a face

2801
2802

mask.

2803

gen tent for her.

2804

lighted surprise, she came back

2805

to life at once.

2806

ly, Sven removed the mask and

2807

she hopped onto his finger.

2808

sang her song, then fell over

2809

again in his hand.

2810

It was as large as an oxy-

To our de-

Beaining broad-

She

"I don•t understand what's

2811

wrong with her, 11 said Sven

2812

"She's never done this before."

2813

For the last few minutes I had

2814

been trying to remember some-

2815

thing.

2816

working very slow:ly, as if I were

2817

still sleepy.

My mind seemed to be
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Suddenly I understood. .11 There 1 s

2818

2819

something

2820

I yelled.

2821

passed out.

2822

that coal miners of ten take ca-

2823

naries down into mines to warn

2824

the men when the air is bad. 0

wr~g

with the air! 11

"That's why Claribel
I just remembered

"Oh, not" said Jim, our engi-

2825

2 826

neer.

2827

gone off.

2828

warning systems."

2829

"The alarm would have
We have two good

"The second alarm isn't con-

2830

nected yet, 11 another man re-

2901

minded him.

2902

Jim.

2903

The rest of us passed around the

2904

oxygen bottle like an Indian

That really upset

He left without a word.
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2905

.peace pipe.

We gave Claribel

2906

more oxygen, and she came back

2907

to life.

Ten minutes later Jim came

2908
2909

back and explained what had

2910

happened.

2911

of an air line had frozen and the

2912

alarm had failed to go off.

2913

a million dollars worth of engi-

2914

neering instruments had let us

2915

down.

2916

us might have died.

During the night, part

Half

Without Claribel, all of

2917

Today, if you should visit a

2918

space station, don't be surprised

2919

if you hear a canary singing.

2920

means you have a double safeguard

2921

at the cost of some birdseed.

It
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ZOO DOCTOR
3001

Sudan.a was sick.

3002

Something waa wrong inside

3003

those four tons of flesh and bone.

3004

The big African elephant was

3005

leaning against the steel bars of

3006

her cage in the Elephant House.

3007

Her huge ears were folded back

3008

against her neck and shoulders.

3009

Not once did she flap them.

3010

usually restless tail hung straight

3011

down, not twitching at all.

3012

Her

"What's the matter 1 old girl?"

3013

the zoo doctor asked.

He reached

3014

through the bars to lay a hand

3015

on the elephant's trunk..

3016

it in several places.

He felt

He .slipped
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3017

his hand under her ear, down

3018

the length of her.rough leg, and

3019

back along her body.

It was like

3020

rubbing warm cement.

Sudana

3021

had a fevert and a high one.

3022
3023

As he stepped back over the
. guardrail, the doctor spoke to

3024

Bob, her keeper.

3025.

her anything to drink today?"

3026

"Did you give

"Yes,n said the keeper.

"I

3027

filled her water trough twice.

3101

She begged for more, but I didn t t

3102

think she should drink so much."

3103

The doctor nodded.

3104

give her any more/' he said.

3105

11

3106

into

uDon't

We've got to .get some medicine
her~

and she' isn't going to

112

3107

like it.

3108

enough,. she'll take some sulfa in

3109

her drinking water."

3110

Maybe if .she's thirsty

The doctor sat on the guardrail

3111

and watched her.

Re wondered

3112

how to handle his heavy patient.

3113

The sulfa would have to be

3114

weighed out; sixty grams of sulfa

3115

were used for every thousand

3116

pounds of elephant.

3117

The zoo had no scale big

3118

enough to weigh Sudana, so he

3119

would have to guess at her

3120

weight.

3121

guess.

3122

pounds was what Sudana must

3123

weigh.

The doctor made a
About eight thousand

At sixty grams of . sulfa
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3124

for every thousand pounds of ele-

3125

phant, it would take 480 grams

3126

of sulfa.

3127

ever get all of that.medicine

3128

into Sudana?

How would the doctor

3129

It was too bad that Bob had

3130

already given her so much water.

3131

Now, even with a fever, she

3201

might not drink more water if it

3202

tasted like medicine.

3203

a smart elephant.

3204

Sudana was

Back in his laboratory the doc-

3205

tor asked the nurse to prepare

3206

four packages of sulfa with 120

3207

grams in each, 480 grams in all.

3208

3209

"Four hundred eighty grams?''

cried the· nurse;.. "That's enough
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3210
3211

for an elephant !n
"It is for

an.elephant~"

3212

zoo doctor said.

3213

ribly sick.

3214

ready after lunch.

3215

to be thirsty by then. n

the

nsudana is ter..;.

Please have the. sulfa
She's bound

3216

At one o'clock he took the

3217

medicine to the Elephant House.

3218

"Run Sudana into the next

3219

stall," the doctor said to Bob.

3220

"l don't want . her to see me mix-

3221

ing the medicine in her water.

3222.

Bob picked up the hose and

3223

pretended to be filling the water

3224

troughnext door.

3225

bered through the doorway.

3226

Quickly he closed the door

Sudana lum-

b~
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3227
3228

tween the two neighboring stalls.
"Goodf

Now bring your hose.

3229

we•11 give her a drink and hope

3230

that shetll take it. 11

3301

The doctor opened a package

3302

of sulfa.· He spilled the powder

3303

into Sudana's water trough.

3304

The mighty elephant squeezed

3305

through the doorway even before

3306

it was fully opened.

3307

straight for her trough, trunk

3308

outstretched.

3309

she drew up the cool water.

3310

She curled her trunk and shot the

3311

water into her dry mouth.

3312

something was wrong.

3313

very wrong!

She headed

Dipping deeply,

Veryt

But
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3314

Sudana's.trunk jerked.out of

3315

her mouth.

3316

doctor and her keeper.

3317

ducked, but it was too late.

3318

gallon of sulfa and water soaked

3319

them from head to foot.

3320

She· aimed it at. the

They
A

While.they wiped the medicine

3321

and water from their faces and

3322

clothes, they figured out what to

3323

do next.

3324

doesn't she?" the doctor asked.

3325

"She likes ice cream,

"She's.crazy about it," Bob re-

3326

plied.

3327

cream cones, she never seems to

3328

get enough. 11

332.9
3330

nWhen people give her ice

At. the hospital, the.doctor ordered a quart of chocolate.ice
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3401

cream and a box of cones. . He

3402

set aside enough plain ice cream

3403

for two cones.

3404

sulfa into the rest of the ice

3405

cream and filled the other cones.

Then he mixed

3406

"She's a smart elephant and

3407

we'll have to outsmart her, 11 the

3408

doctor told Jim, one of his help-

3409

ers.

3410

by someone she doesn't know.

3411

Put on your street clothes, and

3412

act like any other visitor.

3413

give her the cones without sulfa

3414

She'll swallow them and reach for

3415

more.

3416

ice cream cones· quickly. 11

3417

0

This will have to be done

First

Then give her the other

As Jim left the hospital with
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3418

the box of cones, · the. doctor tele-

3419

phoned Bob at the·. Elephant

3420

House.

3421

time I think we'll. fool .her.

3422

wait here until he comes back."

3423

"Jim's on hiS way.

This
I' 11

He didn't have long to wait.

3424

In five minutes Jim was back.

3425

The front of his shirt and most·

3426

of his coat were dripping with

3427

ice cream.

3428

There was only one thing left

3429

to do, the doctor decided.

He

3430

would have to give Sudana an in-

3501

jection of penicillin.

3502

quick arithmetic.

3503

million units of penicillin would

3504

be needed.

He did some

About sixteen

That would be quite
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3505

an injection! .It wa.S.the only

3506

sure way - if she would stand for

3507

being jabbed with a long, sharp

3508

needle.

3509

could get through the skin on the

3510

first try and if she didn't move.

3511

It would work if he

In a few minutes he was at

3512

the Elephant Rouse.

3513

keeper went to the feed roOlll and

3514

filled a bucket with apples, the

3515

doctor carefully prepared the six-

3516

teen million units of penicillin.

3517

He cleaned the place for the in-

3518

jection - the "armpit" under Su-

3519

dana' s left knee where the skin

3520

was thinnest.

3521

While the

"I'm.ready," he told.the
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3522
3523

keeper.

"Start feeding her apples."

Sudana wa.S . reachi:ng for an ap-

3524

ple when the doctor stepped be-

3525

tween the bars and entered her

3526

stall.

3527

direction, but she ma.de no move.

3528

One eye turned in his

"Don't talk to her, Doc,'' the

"Just give her the

3529

keeper said.

3530

shot and get out fast!"

3601

The doctor reached quickly

3602

under Sudana's leg and felt with

3603

skilled fingers.

3604

spot, here was a soft one.

3605

pinched the gray skin into a broad

3606

fold and jabbed the needle as

3607

deeply as it would go.

Here was a hard
Re
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Sudana twitched.

3608

The thick

3609

skin moved under the doctor's

3610

fingers.

3611

needle might break •. but it sank

3612

straight in.

He was.afraid that the

"Steady, Sudanal

3613

Steady, girl.

3614

Here's.another apple," said Bob.

3615

Sudana's trunk dipped into the

.3616

bucket, rose to her mouth, and

3617

dipped into the bucket again.
"Hurry," said Bob, "I can see

3618

3619

the bottom of the bucket."

A quick tug, and the shining

3620

3621

needle came out.

The job was

3622

done!

3623

penicillin were on their way to

3624

cure the suffering giant.· A few

Sixteen million units of
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2625

seconds later the zoo doctor left

3626

the Elephant House.

3627

There were other sick animals

3628

waiting for attention, other prob-

3629

lems to be met.

3630

that none could be bigger than

3631

the one he had faced just now.

But he knew
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WHY THE PARROT
REPEATS MAN' S . WORDS

3701

ln ancient times it was not the

3702

parrot which was taught to speak,

3703

but the lorikeet.

3704

found that this small bird was

3705

intelligent.

3706

he could repeat it easily.

3707

that, he often spoke his own

3708

thoughts, instead of merely imi-

3709

tating the sounds he heard.

3710

Then all this changed.

3711

One day, a farmer saw a buffalo

For people had

If he heard a word
Not only

3712

in his rice field.

It was his neigh-

3713

bor's buffalo, but he killed it, ate

3714

some of the meat, and the remain-

3715

der he hid.

Part of the meat he hid
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3716

on the top of the rice house•

3717

rest he hid in the rice bin.

The

The next day the neighbor came

3718
3719

looking for his animal, and asked,

3720

"Have you seen my lost buffalo?"

3721

The farmer said, *'No, I haven't."

3722

But just then the farmer's lori-

3801

keet spoke up.

3802

it.

3803

part he hid over the rice house."

"My

master killed

Part he hid in the rice bin and

3804

When the neighbor heard this,

3805

he looked where the bird had said,

3806

and there he found the meat.

3807

"Yes, 11 acknowledged the farmer.

3808

"This is where I always keep meat.

3809

But I did not see your buffalo.

3810

is the meat ,of another animal. n

This
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3811

The lorikeet called out again:

3812

"He killed it.

3813

rice bin and part over the house."

3814

Part he hid in the

The neighbor was perplexed.

He

3815

didn't know whether to accept the

3816.

word of the man or the bird.

3817

so he took the matter to court.

3818

trial was set for the following day.

3819

And
The

The farmer who had stolen the

3820

meat said to himself, "Why should

3821

the word of a lorikeet be taken,

3822

rather than my word?"

3823

That night he took the bird from

3824

its cage and placed it in a large

3825

brass pot •. He covered the pot with

3826

a cloth, so that it was dark inside.

3827

Outside,

the~ght.wa8

clear and
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2828

b~ight.

The moon was full.

But

3901

inside the pot, . the' lorikeet. could see

3902

nothi,ng of this •

3903

beat on the pot, softly at first, then

3904

more loudly, until it sounded like

3905.

thunder.

3906

so that it sounded like rain.

·3907

night long he pounded on the pot

3908

and dripped water.

3909

put the lorikeet back in its cage•

The man began to

He took a dipper of water,
All

At dawn, he ·

3910

When it was time for the trial,

3911

the. farmer took his bird and went to

3912

court.

3913

the buffalo told how the lorikeet

3914

had instructed him w.here to find

3915

the stolen. meat. ' The judge asked

3916

the· lorikeet' for his testimony.·. The· ·

The neighbor who had lost
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3917

bird repeated as before:

3918

"He killed the buffalo.

Part he

3919

hid in the rice bin and part he hid

3920

over the rice house."

The man who had stolen the buf-

3921
3922

falo spoke severely, saying, "The

3923

meat that was in the rice bin and

3924

over the rice house was that of an-

3925

other animal.

3926

more weight to the words of this

3927

stupid bird than to my words?"

4001
4002

11

How can you give

The lorikeet is indeed intelli-

gent," the judge said.

4003

11

He speaks more often with non-

4004

sense than with sense, 11 the farmer

4005

replied, "Ask him another. ques-

4006

tion.

Ask him what kind of a night
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4007

we had last night."

4008

So the judge asked and the bird

4009

replied, "Last night there was al-

4010

most a gale.

4011

poured down, and thunder roared. 0

4012

The wind blew, rain

"If you remember, 11 the farmer

4013

said,

4014

and the moon shone with all its

4015

brightness.

4016

me

on

11

last night was calm and clear,

Can you now condemn

the testimony of this bird? 11

4017

The

people were convinced, and

4018

the judge was

4019

said:

4020

your life was endangered by the

4021

witless testimony of the lorikeet.

4022

Henceforth we will not keep this

4023

bird in our houses and care for him

4024

as though he were one of us. 11

convinced~

They

"No, you are innocent, and
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4025

So the man who stole the buffalo

4026

was freed, and the lorikeet was sent

4027

back into the forest.

4028

lived as he had before he had known

4029

man, fending for himself and caring

4030

for his own needs.

The lorikeet

4101

But one day the lorikeet saw a

4102

new bird in the forest, larger than

4103

himself and covered with brilliant

4104

red and green feathers.

4105

to the new bird, asking who he was.

He spoke

"I am the parrot, 11 the bird an-

4106

"I have come from the

4107

swered.

4108

South, and now I am going to live

4109

in this country.

4110

guage

4111

r speak the lan-

of man. 11
Then the lorikeet said, "WelCome
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As you are a stran-

4112

to the country.

4113

ger

4114

beware of man.

4115

language.

4116

in man's house and cared for.

4117

with my eyes and heard with my

4118

ears.

4119

man

4120

own mind as well.

4121

what was in my ownmind, it dis-

4122

pleased man, and I was driven

4123

away.

4124

man learns that you can speak his

4125

language, he will capture you

4126

and bring you into his house.

4127

ing to your captor but what he

4128

teaches· you.

4129

nothing more.· For man loves to

here~

accept my advice and

I too speak his

For. years I was kept
I saw

I spoke not only words that

spoke, but what was in my
But when I said

This is my warning:

When

Say noth-

Repeat his .words and

~31
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hear only his own. tb~ughts re-

4201

peated.

4202

or wisdom from any other source."

4203

He is not interested in truth

The parrot listened to the lorikeet

4204

and thanked him.

4205

about as the lorikeet had predicted.

4206

Man learned of the arrival of the·

4207

talking parrot, and the parrot was

4208

captured and taken to man's house•

4209

He was fed and cared for, as once

4210

the lorikeet had been cared for, and

4211

he was ·taught the things man

4212

wanted him to say.

4213

And it came

But fearful of ever saying

4214

true thoughts, lest man resent

4215

them, the parrot echoes only the·

4216

words he· hears from man's lips.·

his

ANITA'S GIFT
4301

Pablo walked', on air as he went home that

4302 '

night.

4303

so why shoW.dn' t he whistle and jump over cracks

4304

in the sidewalk and bound up the apartment

4305'

house stairs three at a time?

4306

Everyi:h1:ng. seemed to be $Oing just right,

And so he burst into the apartment that

4307

~ight

4308

find within those four walls of home.

4309

found out.

4310

opened the door.

4311

Where did it come from?· Then he saw

4312

Beautiful big red roses in a pitcher on the kitchen

4313

table.

4314

without the least idea of what he would

"Wow!

He soon

A strong, sweet odor met him

as

he

Not anything cooking, he knew.
them~

Where did those come from?"

4315

shouted.

4316

seemed' to be around.

he

But no voice answered and no one
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4317

"Where 's everyone? 0 he called again.

4318

"In here, son.

Come in."

It was Grand-

4319

mother's voice from the bedroom.

4320

the doorway and looked at the three of them,

4321

Mamita, Anita, and Grandmother.

4322

Anita were sitting on the bed close together and

4323

Grandmother was sitting on a chair.

4324

frightened.

4325

Mamita's lap.

4326

4327

4401

4402

4403
4404
4405

4406

Pablo stood in

Mamita and

All looked

Anita was crying> with her head on

"What has happened?

frightened, too.

Tell me. 11

Pablo was

Was something wrong with Papa?

"The flowers, son, the roses, Anita stole

them," Ma.mi ta said at last.
"Anita-stole-roses?"

Pablo was sure he had

not heard right

"I'll tell·you, Pablito,n Grandmother said.
"Anita was down on First Avenue.

She saw big

4407

cans of flowers.on·the sidewalk against the side

4408.

of the house.· When she· did not see any store, she

4409

th~ught

4410

could help herself.

4411

br~ught

that bunch to us.

4412

steal.

But no one gives flowers away, not in New

4413

York.

4414 .

money.

4415

lowed her hoine and knows."

4416
4417

someone

wu.

We know that.

giv1:ns them away, that she
.And

so•

poor little thing, she

She did not mean to

These must cost much

What shall we do?

Maybe someone fol-

This brought
a fresh· flood
of tears from
.
.
Anita.

4418

"Where's Papa?"

4419

"This is the night he works.

4420
4421.
4422
.4423. ·.

4424.

Pablo

asked~

He will not

be home tmtil tomorrow night," Mamita said.
By this time Anita was clinging to Pablo,

crying against his sleeve.
"I didn't . mean. to• fablo, but they»were
so beautiful.

i wanted· thein\ for us here.· They
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4425

look like the ones Miss Thomas has in her garden,

4426

don't they?

4427

I didn't steal, did I, Pablo?"

How Pablo wished for Papa to tell them

4428

what to do.

4429

down to Ferris Center.

4430

window and looked into the street.

4431

there looking up at their apartment.

4432

not, he thought.

4433

would wait until tomorrow morning and then

4434

send the police.

4501

one knew Anita had stolen the flowers and they

4502

would never hear anything about it.

4503

would wither and be thrown out and that

4504

would be all there would be to it.

4505

just wait and see and do nothing?

4506
4507

0

He was afraid to take time to go
He went to the front

No one was
Of course

The owner of the flower shop

On the other hand, perhaps no

No, you can't do that,· Pablo.

ily are honest people.

The flowers

Should he

Your fam-

You do not steal nor lie.
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4508

Do someth:f:ng about this right now."

4509.'

most like his own'.voice speald.ng to him, th~ugh

4510

no one had said. a word.
"Anita., you come on with:iae.

4511
·4512

. back soon, Mami ta•

4513

It was al-

We'll be

Don' t worry. "

He went to his drawer and. got all the

4514

money he had., the ten-dollar bill from.Mr. Pat's.

4515

money that he was savi_ng for Christmas.

4516

Anita by the hand, he led her to the street.

4517
4518
4519

"I'm afraid, Pablo.
me?

Taking

i

What will they do to

Where are we going? 0
"I don't know what they will do, little ·

4520

sister, but we will see.

4521

Just keep hoping the··flower. man .is a kind msn ·

4522

and does not hate Puerto Ricans."

4523.'
4524 '

We are going to the shop.

nNo one hates nte at·. school, Pablo.
one is nice to

me~"·

Every-

She'.squeezedher'brother's
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4525
4526
4527
4528

hand.

He pressed it in return.
"I'm glad, little sister.

~ng

Yo~

keep on

them like you,"

lt had been dark for some time.

Days

4529

were_ getting shorter now.

4530

closing with: great banging of doors and shutters

4531

and shopkeepers were saying goodnight to each

4532

other in many languages· as they passed.

4533.

felt the first coolness of Fall blow down First

4534

Avenue as they walked along, and he pulled the

4601.

collar of his cotton shirt together.

4602

shudder run through Anita and p_ut his arm pro-

4603

tectingly across her shoulders to keep her warm.

4604

Stores were closed or

Pablo

He felt a

"There is the place, Pablo, right. there, ..

4605

she· said.

4606

cans of them •. Hundreds, I'll bet.

4607

kinds and no one

"Against that wall they stood.

waa

Cans and

There were all

sitti_ng there. to sell

them~
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4608
4609

But they're all gone now.
They stopped while Pablo looked the

4610

situation over.

4611

facing First Avenue on the corner.

4612

whoever was selling flowers on the street had

4613

stepped inside at the moment .Anita came along.

4614

Looking at the dark sign outside, Pablo realized

4615

that the shop was closed for the night.

4616

It was a florist's shop, all right,

Evidently,

"There's nothing we can do now, .Anita.

4617

It's too late.

4618

but go home and go to bed.

4619

for the flowers and - well, if he's a kind man, it

4620

may be all right.

4621

anything again without paying for it, little sister.

4622

Promise?"

4623

The store's closed.

Nothing to do

I have money to pay

But you must never, never take

"Yes, you know I promise," .Anita an-

4624

swered in a low voice.

4625

again, Pablo.

11

I'11 never never do it

You're the most wonderful brother
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4626

and I won't make any more fun of your drum

4627

playi_ng.

4628
4629

I don• t really mind it at all. 11 ·

Pablo was able to smile a little in the dark
as he led his sister home.
Pablo was restless all

4630

night~

wondering

4631

between dreams what tomorrow would bring.

4632

little family was very quiet at breakfast and did

4633

not seem to be hungry.

4634

The

As Pablo, with Anita, started out again

4635

for the florist shop, he found her little hand very

4701

cold.

4702

and no whistling.

4703

each step seemed to Pablo to be bringing them

4704

near something serious and he wished they were

4705

running the other way.

4706
4707

There was no jumping around this morning
They walked in silence, and

At last they reached the florist's corner.
The door of the shop was open.

A gray-haired

14()
4708

man was setti.ng cans of flowers on the sidewalk

4709

where Anita said they had .been yesterday.

4710

two stood behind him as he pushed the cans this

4711

way and . that and arranged blossoms in s.evet'al of

4712

the cans.

4713

turned, and almost stepped on them.

4714

Suddenly he
.

"Mister, did you ioseany flowers yester-

4715

day?"

4716

from here?" He .pointed to the sidewalk.

473,.7

Pablo began.

"I mean, did any disappear

The man frowned.

4718

stand.

4719

morning?"

4720

~

Would he never see them?

The

"What?

What do you two want this

Pablo had to begin .again.

und~r-

I don't
ear~y

in the

At last the stot'y

Here was his .ten dollars if the man

4721

was out.

4722

would not arrest Anita because she did not mean

4723

to steal.

4724
4725

The

man was listening,closely and.looking

f tom one to the'

othet~

Puerto Rican, aren't you?" ·

4726

"Yo~'re

4727.

"Si, senor,"· Pablo answered, not realizing

4728.
4729.

he spoke in Spanish;,
"Bueno, y yo tambien," the· man an-

4730

swered and he smiled broadly.

4731

flowers all year in the beautiful gardens of our

4732

beloved island, don't we children?

4733

away just as little sister here thought. people in

4734

New York do."

4735

and took a long breath.

4801

its bright bouquet and at night, ab, at night the

4802

air is filled with sweet jasmine and lady-of-

4803

the-night.

4804

breath again, "I grow homesick for my

4805

.Asuadilla."

4806
4807

"And we' have

We give them

He looked off down the street
"Every house. table has

Ay, yes, yes.." and he took a long

Aguadilla?

Why,· the}7. drove through that

town on their way. to San Juan•

Pablo remezn.;.. ·
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4808

bered the many flowers on porches and in the

4809

gardens he could see through the fences.

4810

"But here, we pay and pay for every

4811

flower." The man looked at the ten dollars Pablo

4812

held.

4813

They are a

"So I will take just the cost of the· roses.
~ollar

and a half.

Now, my name is

'4814

Don Antonio," he continued, as he handed Pablo

4815

the change, "and if you ever want to buy flow-

4816

ers, remember Don Antonio.

4817

Anita will come sometimes on Saturday n:ights at

4818

six, I will give her a few blossoms to take to her

4819

mamita, flowers that will not keep in the shop

4820

over Sunday.

4821

ers to remind you of our beautiful Borinquen,

4822

with the love of Don Antonio."

4823
4824

But for now, if
,.

Those Sundays you will have flow-

Again the children were silent as they
walked home, but it was very different this time.· ·
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48!5

Pablo wondered if Anita was a~ grateful for kind

4826.

people as he· was. · ·Gt;midmother and Mamita

4827.

almost cried when the children told them about

4828

Don Antonio and .Asuadilla and the dollar-fifty ·

4829

only.
"Of course he was kind.

4830

Is he not from

4831

Puerto Rico?" Mamita said. · But Grandmother

4832

answered quickly,

4833

place or another,

4901

because kindness is in his heart taward all pe~

4902

ples.

4903

to everyone, always."

4904.
4905

\

"not because he is from one
d~ughter,

is anyone kind, but

Children, remember today well, and be kind

That was like Grandmother, Pablo
tho.ugh.t, always being kind to everyone.

Appendix B:

RMI Materials Used for Data Collection:

COding Gµide, Coding Sheet 1 Reader
Profile
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Coding Guide
Five variations (substitutions, omissions, insertions, reversals,
and repetitions) from the expected response are marked on the typescript
of a story as follows:

1.

The word substituted for the expected response

Substitutions:

is written above the text item.
'~~~.t·

He always gets away ••••

2.

Omissions:

The text item that is omitted is circled.

He is (~going to be outsmarted ••••
3.

Insertions:

An insertion mark and the item inserted are

written in the appropriate part of the text.
When

4.

a.

boy meets;lgirl. •••

Reversals:

A transpositional symbol is used to indicate the

reversed items.

5.

Repetition:

A line is drawn under the repeated miscues and

a letter placed within a circle to indicate the reason for the repeti-

tion.
An encircled C indicates a correction.
•LJ

~ a,..,tn....-J..f
He \_alwayf!_ gets away ••••

An encircled AC indicates a correct form that is abandoned.
(~'2) -

l ,,.{;.:--

He ran JE.~_9. the shop.
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Unsuccessful attempts to correct are marked with an encircled UC.
~r,ii;)
J.._a4

.

~.,.(.

He

hea~

.

a noise.

.

When the reader anticipates a subsequent word by repeating a correct
form, the repetition is marked with an encircled A.

GD

Hetenjoye~ physics
6..

class.

Additional Markings:

Dialect variations are marked with an

encircled D, non-word substitutions are preceded by a dollar sign, and
intonational changes are indicated by an encircled I.

(r

r ..i)
.f
l<',;;- (l
'Y l?A;~U.Y..
...~.<tt
The roller skates were his0 I thought ••••
I•

•'

I

I
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Appendix C: Retelling Formats of Stories
(Source:

Readings Worksheets,
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G~man

and

~urke,

1972)

l50c.

RETELLING OUTLINE:

SPACE PET

Character Analysis:
Recall
author
Sven Olsen
Claribel
Jock Duncan
Jim
another crew member
Events:

15

Development

15

liked pets
likes pets
sings
small, yellow canary
noisy
Cook and doctor
engineer
30

Author hears and sees Claribel for the first time when she sings
while he is working in his office in the space station.
Claribel the canary is owned by Sven Olsen but becomes everybody's
pet. They hide her when guests come because they think there may be
rules against canaries in space.
The crew members come to breakfast and seem sleepy. Author is
listless.
Sven can't find Claribel and when he does find her she has passed
out.
Jock examines her and she appears dead. Claribel is given oxygent
comes to, but passes out again.
Author suggests there's something wrong with the air. The men
remember that one of their two warning systems is not hooked up.
Jim checks out the two warning systems.
Everyone takes oxygen, Claribel gets some, too, and comes back to
life.
Jim returns and explains that an air line had frozen and the alarm
didn't go off. The second alarm had not been connected.
Claribel saved them all.
Additional Information:
The story is told by the author, who was a member of an orbiting
space station.
The men in the space station are on duty for twelve hours since
they need little sleep in space. They-are always floating in sunshine
but think of time as being divided into day and night.
Plot:

20

What causes Claribel, the canary, to faint, and how are the men on
the space station affected?
Theme:
No matter how complex and expensive machines are, they will never
replace living things.
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RETELLING OUTLINE:

ZOO DOCTOR

Character Analysis:
Recall

.15

Sudana
zoo doctor
nurse
Bob
Jim
Events:

Development

15

4 ton elephant

big African
smart

Sudana 's keeper
one of the doctor's helpers
30

Sudana, the elephant in the zoo, is i l l with a high fever.
The zoo doctor examines her, and finds she has a fever.
The doctor wants to give her sulfa in her drinking water (but she
has already had quite a bit of water).
The doctor must guess Sudana's weight in order to calculate how
much sulfa to give her.
The nurse measures out the sulfa into packages.
Bob and the doctor put the sulfa in her drinking water without her
knowing it.
Sudana takes one sip and then sprays water and medicine over the
two men.
Next the doctor mixes the s.ulfa into ice cream cones.
They send Jim to feed her (Sudana doesn't know him and they hope
to trick her).
Sudana throws the ice cream at Jim.
The doctor decides to give her a penicillin shot.
Again he must figure the dosage.
The keeper gives Sudana a bucket of apples while the doctor locates·
a soft spot under her leg and gives the shot.
Plot:

20
Will the doctor be able to find a way to give Sudana her medicine?

Th~:

Where there's a will, there's a way.

try again.

w
If at first you dol;l't succeed,
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RETELLING OUTLINE:

·Character Analysis:
Recall

.wtft'THI .PAJi.oT REPEAT'S MAN'S WORDS

..1s

Lorikeet

1S

small bird
speaks
intelligent
thief
liar

farmer
neighbor
jll;dge
parrot

Development

t

larger bird
brightly colored
speaks
intelligent

Events:

30

Lorikeets used to live with people. They were intelligent birds
who could speak and think.
One day a farmer killed bis neighbor's buffalo when he found it ia
his rice field. He ate some of the meat and hid the rest on top of the
rice house and in the rice bin.
The next day the neighbor came looking.for the buffalo but the
farmer said he hadn't seen it.
·
The lorikeet tells on his ·master and sho'Ws the neighbor where the
meat is hidden. The farmer says it's his own meat and he always keep it
there. But the lorikeet keeps saying it's the neighbor's buffalo.
The neighbor is confused and decides to go to court.
The night before court the weather is clear and dry but the farmer
puts the lorikeet in a brass pot covered over with a cloth. All night
he pounds on the pot and drips water on the cloth to make it seem like a
rain storm.
In court the lorikeet tells the judge how the farmer killed the
buffalo and hid the meat. The judge is about to believe the lorikeet.
The farmer tricks the judge into questioning the lorikeet about the
weather the previous night.
The lorikeet says there was storm. The judge believes the man and
the lorikeet is banished.
Later, in the forest, the lorikeet meets the parrot, a new bird wbp
can also spe,ak man's language and thiilk. He tells the parrot that man
will capture ll:im because of his ability to talk. He warns the, parrot
that he must only repeat man's. thoughts.
Plot:

20

Will the farmer be caught for taking his neighbor's ..buffalo?
the lorikeet be believed? ·
Theme:
You· are not always . rewarded· for being truthf Ul.

Will

20
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RETELLING OUTLINE:

ANITA'S GIFT

Character Analysis:
Recall

15

Development

15

Pablo

Grandmother
Marni ta
Anita

Papa (never actually in story,
referred to by other characters)
florist

Puerto Rican Americans
homesick for the flowers and
sunshine of their own land
having to adjust to a new
way of life

Events:

30

Pablo comes home to find his mother, grandmother and sister all
upset because his sister took some roses without paying for them.
Anita had seen the flowers in a can on the street and had thought
they were being given away.

The family is afraid they might be arrested and papa is not there
to decide what should be done. So Pablo must become the decision maker.
They reject the idea that they just wait and hope nothing happens
because that would not be honest. So Pablo takes the $10 he has saved
for Christmas, and he and Anita head for the flower shop.
When they get there the shop is closed for the day and they must
come back the next day.
The next morning they talk to the flower shop owner and tell him
about Anita taking the flowers.
They discover that he. too, is from Puerto Rico and so understands
Anita's confusion.
He charges them just the cost of the flowers-a dollar and a half.
He also tells Anita that if she will come on Saturday nights he will
give her flowers that do not keep over the week-end.

20

Plot:
them?

Will Anita be punished for taking the flowers without paying for

Theme:
It is best to face up to problems.
trouble just because you are confused.

20
Or sometimes you can get into

Appendix D:

Program of B.eading Strategy
Lessons Used with Test'Group
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Program of Reading Strategy Lessons Used
With Test Group
The following is an overview of the program of reading str•tegy
lessons used with the test group over the period of this study.
Goals.

The general goals of this program were 1.) to emphasize

reading for.aeaning, 2.) to facilitate the use of the reader's intuiti'Ve
knowledge of language in the areas of sound/graphic

relationsh~ps,

repeated. miscues, grammatical· relationships, and comprehending, and 3.)
to increase interest in reading a variety of materials.
Supplementary Materials.
the following sources:

Ideas and activities were obtained',__,,...,. . ,.

1.) "'False' Questions and 'Right' Answers"

(Hoskisson, 1973); 2.) the Reading Miscue Inventory (Y. Goodman and
'

'.Burke, 1972); 3.) Chapter VI of Watson's (1973) dissertation; 4.) Miscne;
Analysis (K. Goo!=lman, 1973); 5.) Reading-Language Instruction:
Practices (Ruddell, 1974); 6.)

Innovative

Strategies In Reading (SIR) program (Y •

.Goodman, Burke, and Sherman, to be published).
Classroom Set-Up.

A number of activities were a permanent part of

the program used with the test group.

Chance cards, as suggested by

Gates in Miscue Analysis (K. Goodman, 1973), were drawn by the studenta
on a weekly basis.

These consisted of index cards-with such directions

as the followi,ng:
1.

Go on a treasure hunt for new, interesting words in a story

you read.
know?

How?

See if a friend can guess what these new words mean.

Do you
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2.

Find a good book to read to a kindergarten or primary class.

Figure out a good way to present it.

When you've practiced and are

ready, ask your teacher if you can go share it.
3.

If you could make just

~

picture that would best tell what

your story is about, what would you draw?

Draw it!

Show and explain

your picture to the group.

4.

Read the directions on the backs of three common household

products (cleansert food, etc.).

Bring in these products and be an

expert on their use to the rest of the class.
5.

Pretend you are the author of the story you read.

Tell the

group about your story and describe the part which was the most fun to
write.
Suggestions for these chance cards were obtained from Gates in
Miscue Analysis (K. Goodman, 1973) and Reading-Language Instruction:
Innovative Practices (Ruddell, 1974).
A second permanent aspect of this program was a rating chart for

hooks read.

Students determined the number of books they wanted to read

each month.

On completion of these books, the titles and authors were

registered on a chart and given different colored stars for ratings
ranging from excellent to poor.

The researcher also read books for

their level and rated them.

In conjunction with books read for each month, an individual bookkeeping system was established.

A sheet was given each student with

spaces for title, author, and comments.

Class time was set aside for

students to discuss these books with each other.
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Another aspect of this program was free reading time.

Students, on

an individual or group basis, were frequently allowed time to visit the
media center to read magazines and books of their choice.

Also, comic

books and books of interest were made available to the students in the
classroom.

Students were frequently allowed time to read books and

stories to each other in this program.
Increasing Interests (March 4-18).

The first weeks of this program

were mainly concerned with increasing the reading interests of the
After the reading interests of the group were established and

group.

comic books, magazines, and special interest books were made available

in the classroom to meet these interests, other reading materials were
presented to the group.

Although poems, "how-to" books, and stories

from literature were periodically brought to the attention of the
students over the period of this study, the newspaper was especially
studied these first few weeks.
The study of the newspaper included such activities as those that
follow:

l.

Locate the following sections of a newspaper:

sports, comics, obituaries, weather, classified ads.

business.

What types of

information are included in each section?

2.

Locate the following information in a newspaper:

a story

about the President, a sports article about a local high school, your
horoscope, an editorial, and a

3.

no experience necessary" job offer.

Chance Cards -- e.g., 1.) Assume you can watch t.v. from 5 p.m.

to 10 p.m. tonight.
car.

11

You only have

What shows will you watch?
$2~800.

2.) You wish to buy a

What's the best deal you can get?

4.

Contextual clues -- Words in ebmic strips were underlined.

Their possible meanings were discussed in terms of the context in
which they appeared.
5.

Group strategy lesson -- Articles were read by the group.

Sentences and words that gave individuals trouble were discussed.
6.

Dear Abby letters were answered by the group.

Their answers

were compared to Abby's answers.
Graphophonic Relationships (March 19-April 9).
tionships were not stressed in this program.

Graphophonic rela-

However, during this

period of the study a number of lessons dealing with how to effectively
deal with foreign words and phrases were offered.

Strategy lessons t1Bed.

during this period of the study were, for the most part, taken from the
SIR program by Goodman, Burke, and Sherman.

These lessons included

stories where the meaning of the foreign phrases

wer~

easy to predict

and where the foreign phrases provided a 1background for the story.

The

'
1.

purpose of these lessons was basically tb-help students deal with
foreigri phrases in order to comprehend the author's intent.
Grammatical Relationships (April l&-May 3).

Reading strategy

lessons used in this study to strengthen grammatical relationships were
basically designed to make the reader anticipate grammatical structures
by using his

intui~ive

knowledge of language.

Examples of strategy

lessons used to encourage the reader to anticipate granmaticai structures
are as follows:
l.

Word endings.

The following strategy lesson is an example of

those.. used for the purpose of predicting word endings:
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Last Laugh
Once there were two
six~

brother~

name

grade and Tom was in the fifth.

Mike and Tom.
Usual~

other, but not when it came to school.

Mike

the

Mike was in the

each

boy~ like~

alway~ kid~

Tom for being

young__ and dumb_ than he was.
School was almost over for the year and so a new editor for the
school paper had to be elect

•

then the whole school vote ·

school so he was the

six~

Each class

did.

a new editor and

Mike was one of the most popular boy_ in

grade choice for editor.

That night as Mike and Tom walk
Tom as he usual

suggest~

home from school, Mike tease

"Tom, 0 he said, "you are the dumb

kid I

I'm going to be editor next year and you're going to be nothing!

is not my game?
Tom just

kn0w.
Losing

I 1 m going place_ and you• re going nowhere ! "

walk~

in silence.

He hope_._ he could make Mike eat those

word_ someday.

The next day at school the fifth grade made their choice for editor.
It was Tom!
"But I never win election_," he stammer

Two weeks later the election was held.
were

count~

to himself.
By afternoon all the

vote~

except those for Mike and Tom.

"Mike Jones," the count_ call_,
Tom Jones two-hundred-and-five.
Tom was shock

11

Two-hundred-and-three vote_.

Tom Jones is our new editor!"

He had beat

his old

brother!

That day on their way home from the bus-stop, Tom smile

at Mike

and said, "I may be the dumb_ kid you know, Mike, but just be glad
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everyone at school isn't dumb_.

They might have vote_ for someone

else!"
Mike just walk_ in silence.
2.

Words -- The following is an example of a reading strategy

lesson for anticipating syntactical structures at the word level:
Alexander's Adventure
There was once a little black kitten named Alexander.

Alexander

was not treated very·well by the boy who owned him.

The boy sometimes

--- his tail.

and water and he

didn't

He often forgot to give him

with him very much, either•

and thought he would
have an adventure.
So Alexander
to Colorado.

_away.

Alexander felt very _ __

He would start a new life.

He would

He would go to Colorado.
out of the window and started on his long walk
!

Sometimes he was lonely, and tired.

too much fun, especially when he got chased

'

His adventure wasn't

by.a-~--

or when there.

was no food and he was very ___
Then one day Alexander saw a boy sitting on the front steps of a
little house.

Alexander just couldn't help himself.

boy and rubbed his back against his arm.

It was love at first sight!

The boy, whose name was Walter, gave Alexander food to
scratched his neck until the.tired Alexander fell
~--~played

He ___ to the

. and then
• Waiter and

together every day and they were both very happy.

Maybe someday Alexander and Walter will go to Colorado together.
(Source:

Watson, 197.3,p;t>. 154-155)
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3.

Each word of a sentence (e.g., She is not very friendly

sometimes, but she works hard in school.) was placed on an index card.
The students rearranged the cards to form as many new sentences as·
possible.

Discussions were held to determine if the new sentences were

grammatical.
Repeated Miscues (May 7-May 27).

Strategy lessons to affect a

change in repeated miscues were used over this period of the study.

The

types of repeated miscues produced by the students on their initial RMI
profile included habitual associations, substitutions and omissions of
foreign words and phrases, substitutions and omissions of function
words, and substitutions for verb and nouns.

The following are examples

of reading strategy lessons used with habitual associations and function
words:

1.

The following sentences are examples

Habitual Associations:

of those used to predict the occurrence of though, through, thought,
tough, and trough in text materials:
The elephant was fed in a
I

----

that elephants could fly with their ears after I saw

"Dumbo".
You have to be

to play football.

-- The car went
Even

the tunnel with its lights on.
it is spring, it still isn't warm.

The steak was too
It's the
-- When you are

to eat.
that counts when you send a card.
doing that, you can do this.
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Water went down the long
You enter Lakeside

2.

---- to

the river.

---- this gate.

Function words -- The following strategy lesson is an example

of the type used to facilitate the prediction of function words in

context:
Top Dog
Charley

was~

(The or ]!)

beautiful dog.

Everyone said so.

Jim enter him in~- Northview Annual Dog Show?

So why couldn•t

Jim's mother and father

kept insisting that only __ purebred could win __ medal.
That afternoon, _
enter Charley anyway.
0

day of __ dog show, Jim decided to try to

He led his dog to __ big man at __ front desk.

I'd like to enter Charley in __ dog sh.ow," Jim said.

"Sorry," laughed

man.

"No Heinz 57 varieties!"

Jim pleaded with __ man, but __ answer stayed "no".
So Jim and Charley watched as

~-

different parts of

place-- obedience, stance-- and on until

~

show took

final event--best dog of

show.
Just then confusion broke out at

main entrance.

and very expensive terrier had been spooked by

~-

__ top-ranked

larger dog and ran

away from its owner.
"Please," yelled __ owner, "catch him.
Charley

saw~-

leash dragging behind

out the puppy in him and he caught it.
stopped short.

Don't let him get hurt!"

as~

dog ran by.

He pulled on it and

It brought
terrier
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*'Oh," sighed __ owner in relief.

nThank you so much, young man.

Your dog must have a reward for being so smart.

How

about five dollars?"

When Jim got home he told his mother and father all about what had
happened, and how it proved how smart Charley really was.
agreed,
.. dog at

with~-

wink to each other, that he was

And they

probably~-

smartest

show.

Comprehending.

Strategy lessons for comprehending were inter-

spersed throughout the period of instruction.

Words in context were

studied, language experience stories were written, and a number of other
activities were employed to demonstrate how meaning is acquired from
print.

The primary emphasis of the comprehending strategy lessons used,

however, was questioning strategies, especially Directed Reading-Thinking
Activities (DR-TA) and Reflective Reading-Thinking Activities (RR-TA) as
described by Hoskisson (1973).

l.

DR-TA questions are a set of stock questions formulated by

Stauffer (Hoskisson, 1973) which encourage the reader to predict his way
through the material read.

These stock questions, as taken from Hoskisson

(1973, p. 160), may be listed as follows:
Pr~dicting_:

-- What do you think a story with a title like this may be about?
-- What do you think might happen in this story?
-- Which of these ideas do you think would be the likely one?
-- How can we find out?
-- Why do you think that idea is a good one?
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Reasoning:
-- What do you think now?
Were you right?
Did your predictions agree with the author?
How will you change your ideas?
-- What do you think will happen next?
-- What would happen if - -

Why

do you think that idea is a good one?

Based on what you have already read, what do you think the
author will say about? ••• ?
Proving:
What in the story makes you think that?
Where in the story do you get information to support that idea?
How does that information support your conclusion?
2.

RR-TA questioning strategies (Hoskisson, 1973) have no direct

answer in the text and thus require the student to make inferences about
what was read.

RR-TA questions consist of a basic question and a set of

follow-up questions which lead the reader to either confirm or reject his
initial response to the basic question.

The following is an example of

a RR-TA set of questions used with the test group for the story 11 The

.

Magic Pencil" (Ginn Reading 360, With Skies and Wings:

Level 9):

Basic Question
Did Annabel intend to return the goblin's pencil if he had not
caught her?
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Follow-up Questions
Does the author think Annabel likes to do things for others?
Why doesn't Annabel give the pencil back to the goblin?
Does Annabel like the pencil more because of what she can do

for others, or what she can do for herself?
Does Annabel expect to keep the pencil without the goblin doing
anything about it?
Does she expect to see the goblin in the woods the next day?

Does Annabel make her lies "truths" under her breath because she
intends to return the pencil?
Does Annabel feel sorry for the goblin because he lost his pencil,

or because he's sad?
Does Annabel like all the things she can get with the pencil?
Is the pencil responsible for her sickness?
Does.Annabel's face give her away because of the magic hair and
eyelashes, o,r because she turns red from telling a lie?
Is Annabel's mother upset with her because she has no clothes

on, or because she thinks Annabel is lying?

Appendix !: .Instructional Materials
Used with Control Group
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Instructional Materials Used with Control Group
The following information concerning materials covered by the
control group over the period of this study was provided by the class""
room teacher and the EDL instructor who worked with this group.
Goals.

The goals for the reading instruction used with the control

group were as follows:

1.) to increase skill in use of context clues;

2.) to ·increase skill in finding main ideas in study-type material; 3.)
to increase skill in recall of story material; and- 4.) to enjoy reading
stories of pioneer days.
Supplementary.Materials.

Supplementary materials use.d with the

control group include the following:

1.) "Step Up Your Reading Power",

by Jim Olsen (McGraw-Hill); "Reading for Meaning", by Coleman and
Jungeblut (Lippincott); SRA Lab Power Builders (Lab 116 comprehension
and context clues material); "Getting the Main Idea" (E), by Richard
Bonning

(Barnell Loft); individually chosen library books and books

from Random House units.
Materials Covered Weekly.

Materials covered each week by the

members of the control group were as follows:
1.

March 4,8:

SRA Lab ("Context Clues to Word Meaning") : ReadU&.

to Learn {Bookmark Program); material in topics, subtopics, and details;
teacher worksheets.
2.

March 18-22:

SRA Lab; teacher worksheets; Reading .!2. Learn

(pp. 81-82, begin p. 105 on sources of information).
3.

March 25- April l:

use of the encyclopedia).

Readi.ng !2_ Learn (sources of information,
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4.

April 1-5:

Reading !.2_ Learn, pp. 314-324.

5.

April 8-12:

6.

April 16-19:

Newspaper articles as a source of information.

7.

April 22-26:

Goals.!!!_ Reading (Bookmark Program), pp.

8.

April 29-May 3:

Reading to Learn, pp. 314-324.

244~247.

Goals in Reading, pp. 247-249; Barnell Loft

skills kit.
9.

}fay

6-10:

Library books read in class; Barnell Loft skills

kit ("Getting the Main Idea").
10.

May 13-17:

Barnell Loft skills kit ("Getting the Main Idea");

Random House unit; Reading,!£ Learn workbook, pp. 133-137; write play
from fairy story chosen by children.
11.

May 20-24:

Random House unit (vocabulary); read books in

group; finish main ideas.
EDL Lab.

EDL (Random House-Singer, 1969) publishes a number of

programs aimed to improve reading skills, especially through technology.
One such program used with the control group was a series of filmstrips
and reading material used in a machine called the Controlled Reader.

For example, when teaching word recognition a slot moves across a screen
from left to right uncovering a controlled number of words at a time.
The EDL materials covered by the members of the control group over the
period of this study were as follows:

1.

Subject F:

cycles 58-64.

2.

Subject G:

cycles 60-66.

3.

Subject H:

cycles 74-78.

4.

Subject I:

cycles 76-80.

5.

Subject J:

cycles 71-73.
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Appendix F:

Anal.ysu of Variance of Means
of the Initial.. Mid, Final
and Total. Miscues for Graphic
Similarity

Sum of
squares
Category means

44.13

Degrees of ·
freedom

Mean
square

ratio

3

14.7

.09

162.1

Within

4538.7

28

total

4582.9

31

'.95(3,28) • 2.95

F

App~ndix G: SIA -~g Achievement Test
National Percentile Scores: Pre- and Post Study
;.:
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SRA Reading Achievemnt Test

National Percentile Scores:

Pre- and Post Study

Post Study

Change

Subject

Pre-Study

test

A

12

60

+48

Group

B

18

30

+12

c

24

48

+24

D

21

48

+27

E

Average

15
18

. 27
42.6

Control

F

10

18

+8

Group

G

29

46

+17

H

45

39

- 6

I

6

27

+21

J
Average

10

51
36.2

+41
+16.2

20

+12
+24.6
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A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF READING
STRATEGY LESSONS AS INDICATED BY THE
READIIjG MISCUE INVENTORY PROFILES OF
SELECTED BELOW AVERAGE READERS
by
Brenda Vogel Smith

(ABSTRACT)
The major purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness

of using reading strategy lessons as indicated by Readina; Miscue Inventory
(RMI) profiles of below average readers to increase reading proficiency.
Oral reading miscues of ten below average fifth grade readers were
analyzed prior to and following (a) a three month period of reading
strategy lessons for the five members of the test group and (b) continuation in the regular reading inHtruction offered by the school for the
five members of the control group.
Miscues were coded according to the procedures and categories of
the RMI, written by YettaM. Goodman and Carolyn L. Burke (1972).
comparing the pre- and post RMI scores of the test and control

By

groups~

the effectiveness of reading strategy lessons used with the test group

was determined.
Questions investigated by this study included those concerned with
both quantity and quality of oral reading miscues.

Analysis of miscue

quantity indicated that miscues per hundred words of print decreased
with both

groups~

but more with the test group.

Analysis of miscue quality provided the following results:

1.

Dialect and intonational miscues produced by both groups proved to be
relatively insignificant to the study.

2.

Although both groups showed

gains in graphic and phonemic similarity, the test group made greater
increases in both categories.
control group

decreased~

3.

The test group increased, while the

in percentage of miscues retaining the same

grammatical function as expected responses.

4.

The test group showed

gains while the control group decreased in the effective use of correction strategies.

5.

The test group produced much higher percentages of

grammatically and semantically acceptable structures than the control
group following the instructional period of the study.

6.

Further, the

test group increased in percentage of miscues producing no meaning change,
while the control group decreased in this category.

7.

In loss of

comprehension, the test group decreased and the control group increased.
8.

The test group produced greater percentages of miscues which indi-

cated a strength in grammatical relationships than the control group.
9.

For the test group, gains were made in all categories of the

retelling score, while the control group showed losses in points attri-

butable to story retellings.

10.

The types of repeated miscues produced

by both groups remained unchanged over the period of the study.
It was concluded from these results that reading strategy lessons,

which facilitate the reader's intuitive knowledge of language and
emphasize meaning, were effective in increasing the reading proficiency
of below average readers.
An investigation of

the effects of using initial, mid, final or all

codable miscues as the basis for RMI profiles was also included in this

study.

The results of this investigation indicated no significant

difference in the scores obtained by each of these groupings.
Specific implications for educational practices and future research
were obtained from the descriptive data of this study.

